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ÎBTfiOïüCTOHY REVIEW TO THITEHPEtiOIDS
INTRODUCTORY REVIEW OF TRXTER.PSN0XD3.
TliG namo tritQi’pene is applied to a class of naturally 
occurring hydrocarbons and oxygenated hydrocarbons containing 
30 carbon atoms arranged in such a way that six isopentane 
residues can be recognised as component units in the molecular 
carbon skeleton. The more comprehensive term triterpenoid 
has boon adopted as a result of the discovery, in recent years, 
of products with obvious triterpene characteristics which are
in fact compounds^^^.
Apart from the aliphatic hydrocarbon squalene, all 
trltorpenoids are alycyolio and the majority contain hydroxyl, 
carboxyl, or carbonyl functions. They fall into three main 
classeso
(a) The aliphatic compound, squalene, and the tricyclic 
compound, ambroin.
(b) The tetracyclic compounds such as lanosterol, agnosterol, 
the eleiuio acids, the polyporenic asidsg eburicoic a^id, 
euphol, tirucallol and butyrospormol, the molecules of 
which bear a olosg structural relationship to the steroids.
(o) The pentaeyolic tritorponoids which form the largest class 
and include such compounds as o< - and ^amyrin, lupeol, 
taraxGStorol and taraxerol.
No mono- or di-cyclic tritorponoids aro knowHo The recently
characterised pentacycllc triterpenoids cycloartenol^^ and
- 2 -
c y c1oIGudeno1  ^^ bear a close relationship to lanostsrol
and are beat claasifiod with the totracyclic group©
Similarly, the hexaoyclic tritorpenoid phyllanthol which is
closely related to c\ -amyrin, should bs regarded ao
7pontacyelio© Onocorin, a new tritcrponoid typo is a 
symmetrical tetracyclic diol.
This thesis is concerned with the pentaoyolic 
tritorponoidsa The majority of those are polyfunotional 
compounds v/hich can be related to simpler monohydric alcohols 
by standard mothods^"^^ and which fail into four main classes 
based cn CK -amyrin, j] -amyrin, lupeol and taraxastorol© The 
saturated hydrocarbons from which these alcohols could 
theoretically ba derived aro uroano (l), oleanano (ll), 
lupane (ill) and taraxastano (IV) respectively© All 
tritorpenoida belonging to those classes can be named 
systematically as derivatives of the basic hydrocarbons.
Go go o< «amyrin is (Vj, ^  -amyrin le
olQan->12-en-3^»ol (VI), lupeol is lup-20(29)-on-3^-ol (VII) 
and taraxerol ia taraxast=20(30)-en»^,^-ol (VIIl), This 
rational nomenclature will be used wherever possible 
throughout this thesis.
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àIn addition to a lor^Q numbor of interconvoraions 
which havQ boon achieved within each class, inter- 
roXationshipsamong the ursane, olean&ne, lupano and 
taraxastane groupe havo also been reported»
B'or comprehensive discuesioas of the tritsrpeiioids 
us a whole, and for descriptions of the general methods 
employed in structural elucidation, -the roader^s attention 
is dirostod to the reviews of Haworth^^, üpring^^, ^ollor^^, 
Jeger^^jf Birch^^ and Barton^^ and to Elsevier''e 
Encyclopaedia of Organic Ohemistry^^.
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The ütruoture and Stareochsiniatry of Erie del in and Cerin
This introduction gives a summary of the evidence available at 
the outset of the investigation, to be described in this thesis^ 
aimed at establishing the structure and stereochemistry of two 
crystalline triterpeneo, friedelin and cerin, isolated from 
coriw.
Introduction» - About one hundrod and fifty years ago, the
digti.nguishod French chemist, GheTroul^^, obtained by alcohol
extraction of cork a waxy compound which he designated ”corine**t
Later, Thoms^^ isolated and purified ’’corine" (now contracted
to cerin) and described the preparation of acetyl and benzoyl
derivativeSo It was Thome contention that corin was a
phytosterol, since it gave typical sterol colour reactions.
Friedol" , auggestod that cerin contained a carbonyl group and
21drew the attention of Istrati to his own work and that of
Chevrcul* Istrati and Ostragovich^'^ eatablishsd that ”cerine-'
was a mixture which could he separated into two components
cerin and friedelin (so named in honour of Friedel “ )o From
21analyses and molecular weight determinations Istrati ^  al. 
proposed the empirical formulae, ^27^44^2 cerin and either
^21^34^ ^'43^70^2 for friedelin.
23In 1935 Drake and Jacobsen extracted cork with ethyl 
acetate and by fractional crystallisation of the extract from
chloroform effected a satisfactory separation of corin and
friedelin» Analyses of these compounds, sublimed in high
vacuum suggested the empirical formula, cerin
and for friedelin» In addition to cerin and friedelinjO 50
a small quaitlty of impure material was obtained which gave
characteristic sterol colour tests (Lieberman^Burchard,
Salkov'^ski and Lifshut3) - and to which Drake ^  jil. attributed
20the claim by Thorns that cerin is a phytostorol®
Drake and Jacobsen ' showed that friodolin did not form
acetyl or benzoyl derivatives under normal conditions but that
under drastic conditions an acetate and a benzoate ware isolated
from v/hich pure friedolin could be regenerated. They suggested
that the esters wera formed through the onoi form of a carbonyl
group» In support of this view they showed that friedelin does
not ovolvo any methane on treatment with methyl magnesium halide,
Drake and Sohrador^^ lator confirmed the prosenco of a carbonyl
group in friedelin by the preparation of ketonic derivatives
e.g. an oxime and a 284 dinitrophenylhydrasone, Friedelin
also showed a faint yellow colour with tetranitromethane but
it was not easily brcndnatod nor could it be hydrogenated under
normal conditions» Cerin and friedelin gave the came
hydrocarbon on reduction with eaalgamatod zinc and
hydrochloric acid; this hydrocarbon could not be hydrogenated
23or brorainateclo On the basis of this evidence Drake suggested
that friedelin was a tetracyclic ketone which contained a 
centre of unsaturation not in conjugation with the carbonyl 
group.
In an examination of cerin Drake ^  showed that it
contained a hydroxyl group by the preparation of a monomethyl
ether and a raonoacotate® Reduction of cerin with sodium
aæyloxide in amyl alcohol^^ gave a diol which yielded a
diacetatOo Konca cerin contains both q. hydroxyl group and
a carbonyl group, which is in accord with the empirical
23formula proposed by Drake and Jacobsen » Reduction of
friedelin with sodium amyloxide in amyl alcohol yielded the
related alcohol friedelanolo
Important evidence v/as forthcoming from the selenium
25dohydrogenation of friedelanol by Drake and Haskins ,
Five products, IsS^dimethylpicene (I), l§2i7-trim©thylnapthalene 
(II), 1 s2ip^^-betramethylnapthaleno (ill), ls2s^-^trimethyl- 
napthalono (IV) and 12 28 8-trimethylphenanthrenô (V) were 
isolated. Since IsS-dimcthylpicono is commonly obtained by 
dehydrogsnation of pontaoyclic triterpenos (e.g.cK- or^-amyrin) 
this was strong evidence that friodelin is a pentacyclic 
tritoresnoid.
II
At thia juncture the claim that friedelin is uneaturatad 
was withdrawn and a structure (VI) tentatively proposed foi* 
f 1* i e do 1 an ol ^ ^ o
i\ VI
Cleavage by dahydrogonatiori across a*""*a could yield tho 
phenanthrone product, and b»* » »b rupture, tho napthalsno 
products»
Pyrolysis of the benzoyl derivative of friedelanol^^ 
at 300° gave an imsaturated hydrocarbon, Gj qHc q, which was 
termed fricdolone, together with benzoic acid» This reaction 
established the presence of at least one hydrogen atom ^  with 
respect to the carbonyl group in friodelin. Further support 
for this decision was afforded by tho reaction of friodolin
with phonyl magnésium bromide which yielded phenylfriedelene
directly, viz3
0 - Ph OH PhII I \  /  I I I-— C — C~" -h Ph*Mg*Br C"” C---> 0 =  C
1 ! I I  ! IH H
2ÔDrake and Campbell oxidised the uasaturated hydrocarbon, 
O3QH50J, friedelene with chromic anhydride Lind obtained a 
neutral product and an acidic fraction A (see below).
The neutral compound, G^QE^gO did not yield methane on 
Zerswitinoff determination of active hydrogen Euid was formulated 
as anc<^ -unsaturated kotonac The formation of thooiji -uneatvirated 
ketone, G^qÜ^qO, was attributed to the activation of the 
hydrogen atoms on the carbon atom adjacent to the double bond; 
hence tho environment of the ketone could be depicted by the 
partial formula (VII) or (VIII)
I Ica-oo-CHc~ ~CH^-oa-co—I VII VlIX
Oxidation of friedelin with ohroroio anhydride gave friedonic
acid, GjqH i^qOj , shown to bo a keto-acid by reduction with
3odium amyloxide in amyl alcohol which yielded a neutral
compound, and which was designated frdsdololuctone.
.Purification of this lactone led to the isolation of a second
product G2^H^gO£, norfreiedololaotono which was also obtained 
by the sodium and alcohol reduction of the acid fraction A
mentioned above. The isolation of this norlactone showed that
a norfriedonic acid is formed in both the oxidation of 
friodeleno and frlodelln. The authors represented the 
oxidation of friedelin as follows;-
/ /  yUEg GHg EOgCI CrOj I +H , " ^  HOpC / /0 = G ^  0=Ci I IFHiEDELHÎ F'RIEDONIG ACID NQRFHIEDONIC ACID
and the oxidation of friedelene as shovm bolow. ,
/  /  /CE 0%G HO? G
0=G 0=0I \  . I I
raiaOBLBEK I MORBHIBDONIC ACID’
y0--C
!
IFRXEDELEBOEE
27Drako and Wolfe showed moreover that the carbonyl
group in friedonic acid, G^q H^q C^ , is aterioally hindered
in that it will not form normal kotonio derivatives,
Pyrolyois of friedonic acid"’ in an inert atmosphere at
250° gave an unsaturatod hydrocarbon, norfriedalene
which was readily hydrogenated to the saturated hydvooarbon,
^29^50? ^lorfriedolane. Troatmont of 110 r frie de l#:me with 
potassium permanganate yielded the koto-acid*
11
norfrdedcuio acid (partially formulated ab o v e ) i n  v?hich the 
carbonyl group was no longer hindered and which on reduction 
with sodiuiîi propoxido in propyl ajlcohol gave norfriedololaotone 
These reactions wero formulated as followss-
26
GH? 0
HOgC
OrG/
.0
K'RIEDONIC ACID
/
N  /
250 HÜ2G-C y >- = \/ G
UORFHIEDELEHE
KM.V
nogc PrOH
I^ ORFfilGDOHIC ACID
y S>o=a
0HORFRÎEDÛLOLACTOHE
A study of surfacG film maasiur-omonts for carin was
28carried out by Drake and Wolfe from which they concluded 
that the functional groups wsro situated close to each other. 
They claimedg further that the hydroxyl groups were probably 
in a terminal rings From tho above facts concerning the 
dehydrogenation products of friedelin and the relationship 
of the dchydrogenation products of oleanane and lupane to
28the dehydrogonation products of friedelin, Drake and Wolf© 
ouggastcd & ütructur© (1%) for friedolano, as a modified 
oleanano molecule in which the asagular rcethvl group at carbon
12
atom Gyi ia cUaplaced to carbon atom
2«
22
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2 3They also oUov/od that tho koto^aold* fricdonio acid does not 
#ivo a haloform test, ioSo that tho carbonyl ^ o u p  is not a 
methyl kotone, uhlch led them to suggest that the carbonyl 
group In friodolin ia to bo located on carbon atom G22*
Tho problem was then taken up by Ruaickap Jogsr and
29RingnoSj who reinvostigatod the ozidatiTO degradation of 
friodolin* By altering the conditions of the chromic acid 
oxidation of friedelin they were able to isolate two products 
(a) friodonic acid^^*^^ and (b) a dicarboxylio acid, 
which they dosignatod friedelin dicarboxyXic acid and which was 
characterised as tho dimethyl ester* Treatment of friodelin 
dioarborcylio acid with acetic anhydride gave a neutral compound^ 
^30^46^^5 friedelin dicarboxylic acid anhydride. Pyrolysis of 
this anhydride in an inert atmosphere gave a saturated ketone 
by tho loss of one mole of carbon dioxide per mole of anhydride,
These reactions were partially formulated^^ vias29
« 13
Ü H Hî II ! I ! I I-  C— OH?“ -C —  0 — C—  — » 0  CO^H HOoC C — C - — — ÿI I I I I I5'KI£iCliLIE FHISDÜL.IN DICAHBOXTI.IC AGIS
I i  I I I ?- C — 0 G— C— G-  ---> ~ C — G — G G-
I / V \ '  I ' s I '
PRIBDELig DIGARBOXYLIG ACID RORFRIiSDELANONiS
AWHYDRIDü
Mild oxidation of norfriqdo1anone with eolenium dioxide gave
a compound; ^29^46^? the absorption spectrum of which showed
an intense maximum at 2530 % ^5;16,000) and which on Clemraonsea
29reduction gave the parent norfriedelanone* Ruaicka ^  al*
formulated this compound as an'^p -unsaturatad ketone,
norfriedelenonsc More drastic oxidation of norfriede1anone
in dioxan at 200^ yielded two products, norfriedelenons,
described above, and a yellow oxan.ga coloured compound,
^29^ 4 2^ ? ’^hioh did not give a colour with totranitromethane
or a poaitiyG ferric chloride tost. The ultraviolet
absorption spectrum of this compound showed a maximum at
2800 S(Ô,llpüOO) and it gave a quinoxalino derivative with
o-phonylsnodiamino, This compound was therefore formulated 
29by Eus1oka as an unsaturatedc^-diketono tiorfriedelenediono.
This diono was also obtained by drastic oxidation of friodolin 
e n d  benzoate and norfriedelenone with selenium dioxide.
! I ! I l l  * I.Q —  c — c — C-----> -C— c — C — 0 4- -c—  c — c =  c
I  ! I ! U j M U  I ^ 0 H ’ ' 0 * 0 0 *
«OHFHISDiShEKORK EORFRIBDjgLEEBDIONB
29On tho basis of thoso reactions Ruziclca suggostad that 
tho immediate environment of tho ketone group in friedelin is 
represented by the partial structura
H i !“ CH2 —  CHg —  C —  CH— CH—
Bromination of norfriedelenone in acetic acid led to the
isolation of a compovmd, G25H44O Brzj nordibrcmofriedelenone, 
the ultra violet absorption spectrum of which showed a principal 
maximum at 2'^ 60 2(£,8,900), Alkaline hydrolysis of the dibromo 
product gave a bromine-free compound, , isomeric with
norfriedolenodiono and which gives a blue-green colouration with 
ferric chloride and shows an absorption maximum at 26pO %, 
(£5149500), Tho bromine-free product was easily acetylated to 
give a monoacotato which did not give a ferric chloride colour
29reaction, Ruzicka designated the compound, enol-
norfriodelenediono,
Drake and Jacobsen"* had already demonstrated that cerin
is o hydroxy ketone, Glemmensen reduction of which gives
fricdelans, thus proving a common carbon skeleton for friedelin
and corin. By the oxidation of friedelin cnol benzoate with
29ohromic anhydride, Ruzicka ^  al, isolated two products, 
friedonio acid^^^^^ and an enol^benaoato, ^37% 2^3? #blch on 
hydrolysis gave frisdelanodicna. Oxidation of cerin also gave 
two products, friedelin dicarboxylic aoid and a neutral compound,
- 15 -
^30^48^2? identical with friedelanedion© dasoribod above,
Thio diono gave a brown colour with ferrie chloride and shewed
an absorption maximum in tho ultraviolet region at 2750 %
(£,11,400)o Treatment of friedelanediono with o-phonyione-
diamino yielded a quinozaline derivative and on acétylation
a monoaootato which no longer gavo a positive forric chloride
tent and showed absorption in tho ultraviolet region at 2470 S
(£,11,000), The hjpsochroraic shift in wavelength of 28 mu
ootwoen tho diono and its acotato io comparable with the shift
in wavelength between ll:12-dlo%o-oloan-30-yl™acetate and its
dia.cetat6"^o Friedolanedione was therefore formulated by 
2QRuai oka as an oc -dikotono and honce corin is o<* -hydroxy 
friedolin, viz;-
N I I H % I ; ; ; ;f CHsCü.d HùyG-CH~CH-I ; I ^
CKRÎN FRIÜDRLAWEDIONE FHÎiiDüJhlN DICARBOÂYLIC ACID
OSa , 0 0 ,  , ,t i l  i il I! I ! * t Ia a r 'C ii7-C = C .^ ii—> CH.r»C-C-Cli-GH i  Crio-CHo-COoH OaC~CH“ -— ^ g ^  I C. Cm C.
yaiLiDijLIB SaOL 1''1<IKD0HIC a c ïb
BENZü a ïK
nPoroldp MeyerhànS; Jeger and Uusfi.cka continued tnc 
study of tho do^adation^products of friodolin and they were 
able to degrade friodolin via no rfrlo delone diono to a saturated 
tetracyclic ko tone Treatment of nprfriadslonodione
with lead totracotats or hydrogen peroxide gave a neutral 
product which absorbed at 2220 2(8,10,000) in the
— 16 —
ultraviolet region and which gave a dimethyl eater on
treatment with alkaline dimethyl sulphatOo Alkaline
hydrolysis (2 equivalents) of the estor regenerated tho
neutral oxidation product This compound wao
thoreforo formulated as ancKp -unsaturated anhydride,
norfriedolendioic aoid anhydridoo Ozonolyois of the
anhydride gave with the loss of four carbon atoms, a neutral
M u  fü(üAo), i M92SO4 I I
G-C*C’=C > -G C- -GOoMe MoOpC-C-G"
5 1 ^ K O HDIOIG AliEYmiDa
product which showed tho characteristic absorption spectrumo
of a carbonyl group at 29OO A &g9G)« Tho compound 
would net react with psrbenBoio aoid or chromic acid at room 
température but was reduced to an alcohol, with sodium
ethoxido in ethanol, the molecular weight of which was confirmed 
by the preparation of the corresponding trlbromacotatoo 
Treatment of norfriedelenedioic acid anhydride with osmium 
totroxide yielded a neutral product, nqrfriadslandioldioio 
anhydride, which did not show an absorption maximum
above 2200 8, Treatment of norfriedelandio1dioio anhydride 
with load totraoetate gave tho totraoyclic ketone, 025^^42^ 
described abovoo Those reactions wsro partially formulated 
as follows;-
17
H a /E to n
C -Ç » ^25^42*^ ^ °25®43°^
0 0 0
\ O a O 4 y/Pb(OAo)^
—  0 C -— G — G —
' f ' \ / %  I I 0 0 0 OH OH
31rjorfrisdolonedioic acid anhydride wao shovm to he stable to
alcoholio potassium hydroxideo Ho^overg similar treatment of
norfriedolenedionQ cauasd a profound ohango which led to the
31isolation of an aoidy ^26^2^2“ was established that the
carboxyl group in the acid, ^26^A2^2» unhindered and readily
yielded estora which were quantitatively hydrolysed with mild
alkalio The acid gave a colour with totranitromathane
indicating the presence of a double bond which is not^^^ to the
carboxyl group since the acid did not show absorption in tho
ultraviolet region near 2200 Treatment of the methyl ester
with osmio acid gives a saturated osylactono which Ruzicka 
312 t ale suggested, fixed the position of the double bond aa 
^  ifor 5 to tho carboxyl group. They further showed*^ that 
hoating the aoid, above its melting point resulted in
docarboxylation and the formation of a mixture of hydrocarbons 
which on treatment with alcoholic eulphuric aoid gave a pure 
hydrocarbon molecular formula of which indicated
the tetracyclic nature of the aoid, ^26^42^2^
«* 18 —
Tho major points arising out of the work of Drako , 
and Ruzicka^^’ and their collaborators may be summarisedo 
Friodolin and corin aro pentacyclic tritorpenoids, Friedelin 
io a saturated ketono in which the carbonyl group is to be 
located in ono of the terminal rings* ioQo Ring A or B© The 
environment of the ketone may be represented by the partial 
formula I I—  OHg Cfi2 CO —  CH-- CH—
The reactions described in this Introduction are summarised 
below.
19
CH^CH-CH^~ CH-CH- 
Friod^leno
üH! 1 I \ ' i lCli~CH^ Gn-CE-CH<—  CE -  CH - CG-CH-CH2 2 j 2 2 I
FrXedelanol
C E ^  CE,rGG_E % 0 - C H  ? d 2 I I
FrlodoniQ Aeid
FriedalIn
OHI I  IOH- CE-CO-CH-CH- 
Carin
i -  I I ?  I ICH;r CO^H EOmC-Ca-CH — CHjr C-CÏÏ-CH''2  '  2 2 I
Friedalin Dicarbozylio Acid
CE-GO-COTCE-CE-
r^ i a de X an a di one
jj OTf r i g de I an on e
i  ?  Î  ,- C E -  G ~ G = C ~  
Norfricdalonona
0 0 V ,I! !! Î"C— 0 - 1 0 = 0 -
N 0 z\f ri o do lone d i on a
P.1.brosionorfx*iadalon©no
® 2 6 ^ 4 2 °2
Acid
V
iin o I Û r r r i e d e 5, e n 0 d i o n a
==0-
Eorfrisdai^riodiclo A jid Anhydride
-  0 C — Ü C '\ / V ' I I0 0  o c m  (%
E o rfri G doIan adi oldie i Q Anydrida
~5»-
TotracyolicKetone
20
II The Rjlationship of Friodolân with the Oleanane Series of 
Tritorpenolds.
The formation of iJS-dimothylpioone (l) hy the
2Sdehydrogenation of friedelanol indicatoa that friedelin 
ifeay ba related to the oleanane or ureano group of triterponoids 
of ^biohct-amyrln (ll) ™amyrin (ill) are the parent
alcohols, aince this aromatic hydrocarbon is also obtained 
by airailar dohydrogenation of members of oaoh of those two”v
groups.
H O
II III
^ ^ nClemmoneon or v/olff-Kisuner “* reduction of frio del in gives
the saturated hydrocarbon, friodalane, which is isomeric, but
not identical with either olcanano or ureane© These reactions
wore repeated and the results confirmed© A similar situation
arose in the elucidation of the structure of taraxerol. It
32was found that Woiff~Kishnor reduction of taraxorone gave an 
unsaturated hydrocarbon, isomarie, but not identical with, 
olaan™12^eno or urs—12=^ene. In these laboratories it was
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demonstratocl by Boaton^ Spring, Stevenson and Stewart^^ that
troatmont of taraaeryl acetate (IV*, RmAo) with mineral acid
givoo oloan«12-an- 3^ “"yl acetate (Vj R s A c )-^amyi'in acetate)
which thus related taraserol (lV‘, R=H) to the oleanane series
of triterponoidso From this, and other ovidonce it was 
3 Jconcluded that taraxerol has a modified oleanane skoleton 
in which the methyl group normally attached to carbon atom 
Gi4 is attached to carbon atom
IV f?o
In view of tho success of this laothod^^g it was hopod that
treatment of the unsaturated hydrooarbon, friodeleno, would
givo G product which might be identified as a member of ono
of the major tritorpenoid sorieso Gonsoq.uently the preparation
of this hydrooarbon was imdertalceiio Treatment of friedelin
with lithium aluminium hydride gives o^ifriedelanol previously
isolated from a and from Ceratopetalum apatalum
Do Dono'^^^^^o e^Fri e d o l a n o l  has also been obtained by
3bcatalytic reduction of friedelin ^ and it was probably
Treatment of opifriedelanol with37prepared by Dr alee
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phosphorous oxyoblorlAo in pyridine giveag in good yield, an
imsaturatod hyrdooar'Don, C^QR^Q, which warn tested for
horaogeniety by the usual methods, and the aonstants of whieh
were in agraooiont with those of the friedoleno prepared by 
26Drake al o by the pyrolysis of friedelonyl benzoate « A 
similar dehydration of ejg^friedolanol was described by Bruun^^ 
but the product was not characterisedo Hydrogenation of 
friedolone gives friodelane, identical with the hydrooarbon 
obtained by Wolff-Kiahnor or Clamaonson réduction of friodelin 
from which it follows that friedelens is formed from friedelin 
without molecular rearrangement © Treatment of fried©?, ene with 
concentrated hydrochloric acid in acotie acid at reflux over 
soTonteen hours« gives a crystalline hydrocarbon which was 
idontifiod^^ (see Section B) as an equilibrium mixture of 
oloan->13{l8)-»one (XIII) and l80^-olGan-12™eno (XIV),
XIII
Thus for the first time? friodelin has been related to a 
derivative of one of thm major triterponoid series and hence 
fricdolane must be raprosonted as a modified oleanane molecule,
23
III Tha Struoturg of J&Viedelin
The ssid isomérisation of friodelono to olean“13(l8)-Qno
(XIII) is compatible with the structure (Vl) proposed by
Prake^ for friedelan© since olean«13(l8)-en3 oould be formed
by acid isomérisation of the hydrocarbon (VIl), Roweirer, the
25isolation of Is2î8«-trimethylphonanthrono ^ from the
X,
VI VII
dehydroganation of friodolanol suggests that in friedelane^ 
methyl groups are attached to carbon atoms C33 and thus 
loading to the development of partial formula A for friedolane, 
and in ocucequonce the rejection of (Vl)«
V 4 Ms
A
28The demonstration by Pral^o and Wolf o' that tho carbonyl group 
in friedelin is looatod in a terminal ring requires that this
-  24 -
is ring A and not ring E since the letter alternative does 
not offer an acceptable mechanism for tho friedoleno —  
olean=13(l8)~ene changeFurthermore, the location of the 
©arbonyl group in ring A indicates that the friedoleno— $» 
ol0an«13(l8)“9n0 change involves the migration of a double 
bond from ring A to ring Do Such double bond movement is 
not without precedent* The most spectacular reactions of 
this typo were described by Fayez, Grigor, Spring and 
StGvonson^^ and Allen, FayeKg Spring and Stovenson^^ in which 
acid induced dehydrations ofc<~arayrin (VIIl) to "l«o(=amyradiene" 
(IX), of “-amyranonol (X) to tho -vinaaturated ketone (XI) 
end ofCX'-amyranonol to the ursano analogue of (Xl)^^ were shown 
to involve a series of Is2 tertiary group shifts in which each 
migrating group or atom retains its axial configurationo
HO
VIII
HO
IX
XI
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A  a S l i m i n g  p a r t i a l  f o r m u l a  A  a n d ,  i n  a n a l o g y  w i t h  t h e  d e h y d r a t i o n  
i s o m é r i s a t i o n  r e a c t i o n s  d e s c r i b e d  t h e  c o n v e r s i o n
o f  f r i e d o l e n o  t o  o l 0 a n - 1 3 ( l 8 ) - 9 n @  m u s t  i n v o l v e  t h e  c a t i o n  (All) 
o r  i t s  e q u i v a l e n t *  A  m e c h a n i s m  f o r  t h i s  c o n v e r s i o n  i s  s h o w n  
b e l o w : -
XIII
The f r i o d o l e n Q  — ^  o l e a n - 1 3 ( l 8 ) ™ e n e  c h a n g e  e s t a b l i s h e s  t h e  
s t e r e o c h e m i s t r y  o f  r i n g s  B ,  C, b  a n d  B  i n  f r i e d e l i n  w i t h  t h e  
e x c e p t i o n  o f  t h e  h y d r o g e n  a t o m  a t t a c h e d  t o  c a r b o n  a t o m  C j g .  
T h i s  i s  G o n o i d o r e d  t o  h a v e  t h o  j3 - c o n f i g u r a t i o n  s i n c e  t h e
26
cis-looKlng of rings i) and E io believed to be necessary for 
the dehydration isomérisation referred to
a00VOa
Ilia Tho Mature of the Double Bond in Eriedelene
Treatment of frieciolone with osmium tetroxide in cycXohexane 
yields a saturated glycol, ^30^52^2? which forms a raonoacetate, 
^32^6^039 only, and this is stable to a chromic-acetic acid 
mixture at room temperature and treatment with phosphorous 
oxychlorido at 100^» The isolation of tho diol monoacetato 
is proof, therefore, that the double bond in friedoleno ie 
trisubstituted, since isolation of a diacet-ate would indicate 
disubetltution, and a non«acylable glycol, a totraaubstituted 
double bond, Drake^^ obtained an iinsaturated hydrocarbon 
which ho designated friedolene, by the pyrolysis of friedelanyl 
bcnzoatoo This reaction was repeated several times using 
carefully purified friedelanyl benzoate, pyrolysis of which, 
in an inart atmosphère, gives a hydrocarbon, the physical 
properties (molting point, mixed melting point, specific 
rotation and infrared spectrum) of which are indistinguishable 
from those of the hydrocarbon obtained by dohydration of 
epifriedelanolo Tho hydrocarbon obtained by pyrolytic methods 
gives on treatment with osmium tetroxlde and acétylation of tho 
product, two compounds, tho major portion being the diolmono«
27 -
acotato, desori'bad above and a small amount of a32^54 3
ite C 
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dloldiacGtat Thus, the hydrocarbon obtained by
Drake is a mixture which consists ossentially of
friedelone (as obtained by dehydration of epifriedelanol) 
contaminated with a small proportion of an isomer in whioh 
the double bond is disubstitutedo
Tho cationic intermediate (XII), from which the 
equilibrium mixture of oloaneno isomors is obtained, may now 
be expandod, einco only two positions, as shown by (XVj and 
(AVI), are available in which a trisubstituted double bond, 
can bo accommodated in ring A« If struoturo (XV) represents 
friedolonoj, formation of tho cation (XIl) is accomplished by
XII XV XVI
simple protonation of the double bondg if however, the 
uneaturated hydrocarbon io to be portrayed by (XVI) then 
tho cation (XII) is developed by protonation of the double 
bond from the roar (oi) sido with movement of the axial
28
5«methyl group to carbon atom and the axial 10-hydrogen 
atom to carbon atom C^. These structures (XV) and (XVI) 
correspond with structures (X.Vil) and (XVIII) for friedelin,
H
M o
XVIIIXVII
Consideration of tho alternative formulae (XVII) and (XVIII) 
for friedelin shows that tho former (XVTl) satisfies the 
postulate that tho environment of the ketone is given by the 
partial structure*
CHg CH2
U''»
ICH
J.'
OK
P ‘
the latter (XVIIl) only doss so if the carbon atom is a 
methyl group» Further, (XVIII) on oxidation would be expected 
to yield two products, a dioarboxyllo acid and a keto-aoid which 
would require to bo formulated as a mo thy1 ketone (XIX) which is
XX XIX
.  29 «
28contrary to tho evidoncs advanced by 3raico g and 
Meyerhana^^p who ohowod that tho koto-acidg friedonic acid, 
obtained by oxidation of friedolin, ia not a methyl ketone.
On this evidonce, structure (XJl)reasoziably represents friedonic 
acid from which it follows that (XV) and (X?II) depict 
friedoleno and friodelin respectively,
Moro ovidenco waa forthcoming* from a CÆ>ntemporary 
investigation on tho degradation products of friodolin by 
Ourisson and Takahaehi^*', From the ovidonco obtained during 
those studios they postulated a structure (XXI) for friodolin,
O
XXI
HQÇ.
The location of a mothy1 group o4 to tho ketone was justified 
by Ouricson^^ by the reaction of friedonic acid* 
with sodium hypobromite which gave a nordicarboxylio acidj 
which thoy formulated as (XXIl), Hence, in spite
^ 4 28,42cf earlier reports to tho contrary friedonic acid is a methyl 
ketone which invalidates the formulation of friedonic acid as
(XX) and which in consequence renders structure (XVIl) for
' 30 —
friedelin incorrect, Equally, however, the conversion of 
friedoleno to the equilibrium mixture of oleanene isomers
necessitates tho rejection of Ourissons'’s formula (XXI) for
friedolin, since the unsaturatod hydrocarbon derived from
(XXI) could not yield an oleanane derivative on treatment 
with mineral acid. Those resLilts led to a reconsideration 
of the structura (XVIII) for friedelin and a conséquent 
reconsideration of the evidence leading to tho view that 
tho environment of the ketone is represented by the partial
I i Istructure CH CH - CO -  CH - CH. As stated earlierI
oxidation of friodolin (XXIII) gives friedelin dioarboxylio 
acid (XXIV), tho anhydride of which on pyrolysis
gives nor frie del anon (?, (XXV). Relatively mild
oxidation of norfriedolanono with selenium dioxide gives an
c^3=un8aturat8d ketone, norfriedelenone« ^29^46^^ (XXVI),
I } i t-Ciig— CHg-G -CH— CH- — > — GHg-COgH HOgC -CH-CE—
0 cc*
XXXII XXIV
) I I I■~*GiR> — G — CH— CH —  ^ ~ CHp — C — C— G—  — — ^il ^  ■ ^ 1 10 0
XXV XXVI
I !I
0 0 '^
XXVII XXVIII
— 31 “•I I— — C Ü— - c G —
^ ' \ / w  r  r0 0 0 OH OH
reduction of which regenerates the saturated norketone (XJCV). 
Oxidation ex' norfriodolenono with eelenium dioxide at 170-180^
yblds an unsaturatadcX -diketone, oorfriodelenediono,
(XXVIl)j and this is also obtained by the same treatment of 
A^%irio do I Lvaono (XAV), Hydrogen peroxide converts 
n o r f x* i 9 do I en e d 1 ono into an unsaturatecl dioarboxylic àcid 
anhydride a comparison of tuo ultraviolet absorption
spoctra of (kXVIIl) and (XXV11) confirma tho relationship 
implied by the partial formulae* Oxidation of the unsatumted 
anhydride (XXVIII) with osmlc acid gives a saturated glycol 
(aAIX)o Treatment of the glycol (XAIX) with lead tstra-acetato 
or oBonisation of the unsaturatod anhydride (îLXVIIl} gives tho 
tetracyclic ketone, «
In tho partial formulae ( XX111 ) «. ( XXIX ) used by Ruaioka* 
Joger and Ringnca^^, tbs ^  carbon atom in (XXIX) is identified 
with tho ft carbon in (XJCVII) and it i a  therefore identified
with tho p  carbon atom in (XXlIl)* Hence the conversion of 
tho imoatui'ated anhydride into tho totracyclio ketono^^ shows 
that the partial formula (XXVIII) for tho former compound must 
be expanded to (xXVIIIa) and that the formation of the 
saturated ko ton© (X'iX) from (XXVIXIa) and from tho glycol
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(XXIXa) is to bo represented as follows, «
\/  ^ I
\ x  , H C  C
c O
° " î  A ~
^  ° 1  1 ^ 0 "
H O  C '^ O HII
O  ''c^ 'RX X \ r i I I a  I I  2C X Ï X a&
The carbonyl carbon atom in the totraoyolic katono^^ (XXJC) 
is dorivod from tho ^  carbon atom in friedelin (XAIII) and 
consequently this atom carries only one hydrogen atom. If 
tho partial formulae for friodolin (XXill) and for the enediono 
(XAVil) are correct relative to each other* the former must be 
expanded to (X/ütl), Since this fragment is not present in 
(XVIII), either tho latter doss not correctly represent the
I / r— CHp —  CHp —  G — CH —  CH
0 C—
x>:xi
ooD,Gtitution of friedelin, or, tho partial formulae (XXIII) 
and (XXVII) do not corrsctly represent tho relationship 
between friedelin and tho enodione, A decision in favour 
of the latter alternative was made as described bolovvo
The methods by which the saturated tetraoyclio kotone
- 33
^25^42 ?^ is obtainod from friedelin establish that it is a
substituted perhydrochrysene derived from rings B, C, D and
E of friedelin and that its oarbonyl group marks one of the
a/B ring junotionsp Tho ozaot molooular formula of the
tetracyclic kotone^ m s  established by Ruaioka,
31 'Jegor, and their collaborators by analysis of the 
tribi'omosoQtato of tho dorivod alcoholo Wow the structuro 
and sterooobomistry of rings B, C, D and E in friedelin 
(apart from the naturo of the substituent at carbon atom C^) 
follow from those of the cation (XII) and consequently only 
two formulae (XXXII) and (XXXIII) are to be considered for
A ^the tetraoyclio ketonsa Ourisson and Takahashi have shoirn
XXXII
k "
XXXV XXXVI XXXVII
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that broraination of tho saturated totraoyolic ketone^ ^
gives an 0< «bromoketono J *5 thus proving tho prsaono©
of only ono o( -hydrogen atom. Together with the considerations
discussed ahovoj this important observation proves that the
tatracyciio ketone is (XXXIIl)o Tho unsaturatod dioarboxylio
anhydride in consequently (XXXIV) ^28^42^3 (XXXV) ^29^44^3“
Although tho majority of tho analytical data given by Ruzickaj
31Jegor and their collaborators for the anhydride and its 
derivatives is in excellent agreement with either of those 
formula©5 the equivalent weight of the anhydride (Found* 214*1, 
^29^44^  roquires 220*3; ^28^42^ 213*3) and the
elemental analysis of the derived glycol (XXIXa) favour the 
molecular formula At a conservative ©valuation
these data do not exclude the lower molooular formula (XXXIV) 
for the anhydride and which is a moro aocoptablo formula than
(XXXV). In order to teot the accuracy of this formula (XXXIV) 
Mile, Starnberg^'^ kindly undertook a determination of its 
molooular weight by the crystsllographic mothod (Founds 
419^10, ^29^^44^3 z^quirea 440*6, ^28^42^3 zoquiros 42ô*6)which 
has unequivocally confirmed the lower formula C28H42O3* 
"Eorfriedelcnodlono" is therefore identified an - bisnor- 
friedolenedion© (XXXVI) and its formation from 
norfriedolanone (XXXVII) involves tho extrusion of tho
uovhyl group attachai to carbon atom 0/# Oxidation of 
^ ^ ^ ^ d i o n 3 with alkaline hydrogen poroxids 
yields V. /) -vmoatur a te d acid which T%ay be roprasantod by 
either (aKXVXXI) ov (aXKIX)c hromlnation of norfriedeIsnoge 
and trectiRcnt of tho product with alkali yiolde a
I H 1 H
\.U'ÏÏ 'I
XuXXX7III XXXIX
norf3:icdclonodione v/hiob givoe a colour with forric chloride 
and forms an enol-acotatoo This can bo formulated as (XL)g 
3nol-norfrlode 1 onodione a A moohcnlsn, for the conversion of
jfianorffdodslanodlona (XXXVI) to tlis/5^-mnsatrratod acid 
Oo^ :H.,oOo with alkaline hydrogen porozl&o by Ourisson et 
is shown»"'
6  e  6  O H
.C(X?I i I
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Similarly the conversion of tho unaaturated dicarbozylio 
acid anhydride (ÂX.XÎV) to the saturated kotono (XAXIII), with
ozone j, may bo envisaged as rupture of the doubla ‘bond to yield
a/3--keto acid with the loss of two carbon atoms, which then
do carboxyl at 36 to give the Icotono, viz, -
r
0
I y-°c r
Honco the Gomploz roaotions of friodolin including its 
conversion to the o qui librium mixture of olean»13(l8)'»Qn8 
and l8c<«.olean-12«ono may be adequately accomodated by tho 
otoris formula (XVIII), A summary of these réactions is 
shown belows-
XVIII \CfOj
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The \?ork of Coroy and Ursprung has reoently supplied 
evidence which strongly favours the formulation (XVIII) for 
friedelino Driofly^ the evidence they put for»?ard io as 
follows* Firstly^ a three stage ozidation of friodolin 
givoQ a CgQj 6 raemborod Isotone formulated ao (XDI)* 
Seeondl^Yg oromination of friedQl~2«ene followed by 
dohydrobromination gives an axomathylonic diono whioh they 
formulate as (XLII),
1
XLIIIXîill
AI0O3 4‘^broïsofriodolin^ obtained by bromination of friedelin 
enol bonscate io readily dohydrobrominatod to give an 
unsaturatod unoonjugated kotono which oannot be isomerised 
to a oonjugatod structure. This product they formulate as
(.KX’XÎX)j assuming that migration of tho methyl group attached 
to carbon atom Gg to has occurred during debydrohromination,
4.5Corey and Ursprung alao prosoit evidence for trans«-fusion of
rings A and B (©ora readily shown in thie thesis by the aoid
isomérisation of frlGdol-3-one) and more able to show that
the saturated tetracyclic ^25^420? (XAXIll) has
only one (X -hydrogon atom, thus confirming the conclusion
reached by Ourieoon 5 and which ostablishes tho prosenoa of
45a mothyl group at carbon atoms and C^c They also 
demonstrated by further degradation of tho^Bÿ «unoaturated 
aoid (XXXIX) to a saturated totracyalio ketone formulated as 
(XLIV) that there is a hydrogen atom at carbon atom Gg (which 
would hold a ©ethyl group in the oleanano sorios) by two 
methods. Firstly, by deuterium exchange of (XLIV) with
xhvi :iW
deuterium bromido (2*9 deuterium atoms/molocula) and secondly, 
by oxidation of the ketone (XLÏV) to a koto-acid (XLV). 
Finally, they converted frlcdelan-3^-ül (e^ifriodolanol) to 
olQ&n-13(l8)-Gn9 with hydrogen chloride in phenolo These 
reactions confirm the formula proposed in thic thesis and by
Corey for friedelin.
HowGvar* formulates norfreiedelonono
as anoij) -unsaturated ketone in which tho douhlo ‘bond ia
exometbylenic (KliYll)^  The ultraviolet absorption spectrum
20of this compound as doooribod by P.u^ sicka _ot shows an
absorption maximum at 2540 ^ (8,16,000).
__n f
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Thl$ is more in favour of a transoid o<»/?-unaaturated 
ketone (XLVI) than the s^soid type proposed by Goray^^, 
Further; tho ehadiono first ieolatod by Rusicka ot al
y .
by drastic oxidation of norfriodelanono (XKXVII) and 
designated by thorn nox^ fri3delonodione is formulated by 
Corey'’'" as (XV/XII). This formulation must be rejected 
since this compound has been shown to be b^norfriedelensdione
(XXXVI) (see page 34)» However, on purely mechanistic 
grounds the conversion of n^fr 1 edelenone to 
b 1 s;iQX’friedol©nedione is better represented if the former 
has the c is old structura iïJJIlx) vis* •»
L
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TbQ author has again examined the oxidation of
norfriedel©none with selenium dioxide.
Oxidation of osrin or friodolin with chromio anhydrido
givee friedelin dicarboxylic aoid* Pyrolysis of friodolin
dioarboxylio acid ooihydrido gives norfriedelanone tha phyaioal
constants of which a?:*o in good agreement with those quoted by 
29Rusicka at al, « Selenium dioxida oxidation of norfrledG-
1anono under mild conditions gives a compound, which
agrees in molting point and specific rotation with the
29compound, dosignatsd norfriodolenone by Ruaicka *
However, tho product obtained shows an absorption maximum at 
2290 S (Cf5 ?500j which is very different from the absorption 
maximum at 2^40 S (S., 16,000) reported by tho Swiss workers^ 
This reaction was repeated several times under a variety of 
conditions and also exactly according to the experimental 
procedure adopted by Ruaicka"^, but in all cases the product 
had A  2290 2 and not at 2540 2, even after careful
chromatography of tho product. A search of the lit^^aturo^^ 
rovGalod that the ultraviolet absorption spectrum of 17-cxo- 
andro8t-5:l6(20)-diGn=3/3-yl acetate (XLIX) shows a maximum
-  41 -
oaw 2290 A (8585000)0 This is theroforo convincing 
evidence that n^rfriedeler.ons is to be formulated as a 
ciooid0^ 3 ^ «unsaluratod ketone (XLYII) in which the double 
bond is exoniothylonico Further proof of this was afforded 
by reduction of nprfriodolenono with lithium aluminium 
hydrido which gives a compound, C29H4QO5 which does not
q
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show a colour with totranitromotbano. The ultraviolet 
absorption spectrum of this alcohol shows a maximum at 2040 S 
the intensity of which (E,l,100) is considerably lower than 
would bo expeotod if norfriedolenono ia to 0 3  formulated a s  a  
transoid C5C. [J-unsatvratsd ketone (XLVI) i n  which tho doubloI
bond is trisubstitutedo Hence, the norfx'iedolenono A raajCo
2290 S is formulated as (XLVIl).
Tlio r C ‘~ f o r m u l e t i o n  of norfriode 1 enone m a y  throw some
light on one of the m o s t  peculiar réactions in tho chemistry
29of friedalin in which it was claimed by Ruzioka that 
Giemmenson reduction of norcfriedolenone yields tho parent 
saturated ketone norfriodelanonoc Howovsr, if the first
42 •*
atop in the reaction is the roduotion of thecK^ -unsaturated 
ketono (XLVII) to the allylio aloohol (l) the aoid condition 
of the roaotion medium oould cause rearrangement of tho double 
bond to form the cnol (Ll) which would than ketoniaa to give 
norfrlodelanono (XXXVII),
H
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The investigation of the degradation products of friedelin 
was continued by the drastic oxidation of nprfriedelononQ 
(XLVII) with selenium dioxidoo This reaction resulted in 
tho isolation of two product3| a yellow orange coloured 
compound, bianorfriedelonedione» and^  in low yield,
a colourless compound, ^29^44 »^ which does not give a colour 
with ferric chlorido or tetranitromethane and which shows a 
maximum at 2520 8 (8 ,13,500) in tho ultraviolet* On the 
basis of this evidence and its mode of formation, the ©ompound, 
O29H44O5 must be formulated as a conjugated dionons, for which, 
(if norfri0de1enono (XLVXI) and bisnorfriedelanedione (XXXVl) 
aro oox-roctly formulatod), only one structure (LII) is 
possibloo The compound, ‘^29^44^5 io therefore designated 
norfriodgl&diononco
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29Tho isolation by Ruaicka ^  alo from tho oxidation
of norfriedo1anono (XXXYII) of a compound which shows the 
molting point and specific rotation of norfriedolenons 
(XLVil) and the ultraviolet absorption spootrum of 
norfrisdoladienono (LIl) cermet be explained*
Tho oxidation of norfriqdelaaoao with ealonium dioxide 
is now considorod to proceed as follows?-»
H 4Ix".U- o')
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The structure of friedelin having been established
(apart from stereochemistry), attempts were made to effect
a partial cynthecie. of friedelin from an oleanane derivative
Similarly, attempts were made to convert friedelin into a
^«oxygenated oleanane derivative. 12**Oxotaraxera «9(h)s
14 «dienyl acotate (l2«o%o-13«i8o-oloana«9(ll)sl4*di3nyl
aGotat3)(LIIl) io recovered unchanged on treatment with 
48mineral acid i.o. it io not isomerissd to tho fully
conjugated 12‘»oxo-oloana«-9(ll) : 13(i8)-»dienyl acetate.
Reduction of 12-oxotaraxera~9(ll) sl4*”dienyl acetate with
15lithium in liquid ammonia gives 12-oxotaraz0r«*14«@n-3^ -ol 
(LIY), which it was hoped would yield IslR-dioxofriodolan©
44
(LV) on treatment with minorai acid. However* treatment
HO
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of 12«oxotaraxor~X4“On~y~ol (LIV) with hydrochloric acid 
gives a gum which after acétylation and chromatography does 
not give a homogeneous crystalline solid* at which point 
the project was ahandonnedc
The conversion of friedelin (XVill)to a ^«amyrin 
derivative was attempted via i^X^romofriedelin (LVI) which 
was prepared by bromination of friedolin onol benzoate 
(L?IX)o 4-#romofriodolln is unaffected by refluxing in 
a solution of pyridine or stabilised glacial acetic acid 
(over short periods)c Treatment of 4-bromofriedelin with 
hydrochloric acid gives a mixture from which a homogeneous 
product could not be ieolatedo V/olff-Kishner reduction 
of this mixture did not give the ieomorio mixture of olean-
47 AS13(l8)-ono and l8o(=olGan-12=ene« Corey and Ursprung
claim that dehydrobromination of (LVl) gives an 
unconjugated unsaturated ketone (see page 37) which could
45
not bo isoiaorisod to a conjugated structure* - An attempt
XVIII LVII LVX
to dohydrobrominate (LVI) with ailver acetate in pyridine 
gives a compound^ the physical constants of which are in good 
agreement with thoae quoted for corin aootate, and which does 
not depress the melting point of that compound*
Finally^ 4“bromofriedelin (LVI) was auccesafully dohydro- 
brominatsd by rofluxing with unstabilised acetic acid (under 
vacuum) to yield a compound which dooe not give a
colour with tetranitroraethono and which shows a maximum at 
2270 ?i (E;4)5üO) in the ultraviolet* Reduction of this 
compound with lithium aluminium hydride gives a mixture of 
isomeric alcohols which does not give a homogeneous product 
on treatment with hydrochloric acid* Treatment of the 
compound^ C^qH^qO, with hydrochloric acid gives a compound 
G^qH^qO which shows a maximum at 2060 A (£j 6^600) in the 
ultraviolet region* It gives a yellow colour with totra~ 
nitromothane but is is not identical with any known
a6
-amyronono isomors or with the unoonjugatsd unsaturated
27kotono isolated by Corey ejfc al«
XV Stereqohoraiotry of Friedelin
The only asymotrlc contra in friodolia which is not 
completely defined by the acid isomérisation of friodeleno 
is that at carbon atom C^ . Since friedelin is recovered 
unchanged after treatment with alkali or acid the orientation 
of the mothyl group attached'to carbon atom is the more 
o table of the t^ ?o possible arrangements, No^ frie del anol 
and friedelanol ara C^-opimero since each may be re-
oxidised to friedolin (XVIII);^  friedolanol is the equatorial 
( CK.”-)alcohol (LVIII; R»H) because it is formed from friedelin 
when equilibrating conditions are used and it is also formed 
v/hsn c p A f ri s del anol la heated with sodium pentyloxldo in air. 
The axial (B -) alcohol, cj^friedolanol (LÏX), is readily
4^
O ' HO"
dobydratod under ionic conditions to givo friedol-^-gno (XVI) 
in high yield, from which it must bo concluded that this 334- 
ionic elimination is trans^diaxial, A,So that the 4«-m9thyl 
group is /3 ‘’-orientated. This doGioion ia supported by tha
-  47 -
formation of friedol-B-sno (cls-elimination) by pyrolysis of
friedolanyl benzoate (LVIII, RaBz),
Friedolin contains an unhindered ketone group in that it
reacts with the usual carbonyl reagents and is reduced to
friodelane by the Clbaiffionsen and Wolff-Kishner methods under
normal (non-forcing) conditions. It is somewhat surprising,
therefore, to find that reduction of friedelin with lithium
aluminium hydride gives the axial alcohol epifriedelonol in
high yield. It is suggested that this is due to the directive
effect of the 5^ -axial mothy1 group which shields the oarbonyl
from frontal attack® The terminal position of the carbonyl
group, however, renders it fully exposed to attack from the
rear; for this reason the product obtained by oxidation of
fried0l-3-en© (XVl) with osmic acid is represented as the
*4o(-diol. This behaviour of friedelin is comparable
49with that of oholG8t-4=one . Another example of tha 
directive effect exerted by the methyl group is the
hydrogenation of friedol-3-one which gives friedelana in high 
yield®
The constitution of cerin, which occurs together with
friedelin in cork wax, follows from that of friedelin (XVin).
Cerin is a saturated (X -hydroxy ketone since on oxidation with
chromic acid it givoa a saturated 0(-diketone and friedelin-
29dicarboxylic aoid ^30^50^4 * The infrared and ultraviolet
48
absorption spoctrura of cerin show that tbocK -hydroxyl group
is equatorial Cerin is thereforo either Sp-hydroxy-
fri<3delan“3"-one (LX)(2/Î -hydroxyfriedelin) or 
3 c< «hydrosyf riedelan-2«*oae*
ho
LK IV LXI
Troatmont of corin acetate v.ith aino dust in acetic acid*^ 
gives friedelin froa which it is concluded that cerin ia (LX), 
The elucidation of the structure and stereochemistry of 
friedelin and its conversion into a mixture of olaan«l3(l8)-en3 
and I6c?(«ol0an-12«eno support the initial postulate that 
jl-arnyrin and friedelin (XViil) are goneticslly related and it 
is not unreasonable to assume thatj since taraxerol (IV;R=E) 
is considered to bo an intermediate in the biogenotic 
degeneration of jS -amyriUp naturally occurring pentaoyolic 
triterpenoids vïill be discovered, such as the euphol type (LXI) 
which will roprosont subsequent stages in the degeneration of 
taraxerol to friedelin.
JJ-'
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Ole an=l 3 ( 16 ) -»ene
Treatmank of friedelane m*p. 250=258^, (o<]^+ 53^> with a 
hydrochlorio-acotio acid mixture at reflux over aeventeen hours 
gives & hydrocarbon which after repeated crystallisation has 
m,p. 186«'I87^ and 20° ± 2° (see page 22), An examination
of tho literature revealed that this hydrocarbon may be oloan- 
13(l8)-8n6p for which however* a diversity of constants was 
reportodo It soeued desirable, therefore, to investigate these 
differences with a view to the identification of the acid 
isomérisation product from friedolcnoo
I II
O
‘32In 1933* Winterstein and Stein^ reported that treatment 
of oleen-12-ene (^-aniyrene-Ii) (l) with hydrochloric acid and 
amalgamated %inc yields a hydrocarbon, |3 «aoiyrene-III, m*p. 187= 
189° , = 22°, and this hydrocarbon is also obtained by similar 
treatment of 3-oxo~olean=X2=0ne (ill), Thoeo workers also 
deecricod a hydrocarbon named  ^-amyrene-IV’, m,p, 162=163°, 
j^ o<!‘j> + )1° and formed by treatment of |3 «amyrene-ll, with zinc
- 50 -
and hydrochloric aoid. Treatment of ^  «amyrono-IV with
amalgamated sino in hydrochloric acid convorts it into
jl =amyrono=IIl^^* Ruzicka* Schollenborg and Goldberg^^
claimed that wolff-Kiohner reduction of 3=oxo=ol6aa=12->sne
(ill) gives ^  «amyrone-IV.
%n/Hg= HQl=amyron3-lI — --     p  = amyrsnono
j ^  I
Zn/Hg-IKl ' p-%Kyro%o-iy an/Hg_ EC!
2n/%" jHGl
r» T T “i ^ -Ginyr ane-I la '»*»
Takoda showod that Olommonsen reduction of taraxorono 
(skimmiono 3=0X0=13=13o=olo&n- 14-eno) gives an r-naaturated 
hydros‘irrhan m»pc 139=190°, 20"5^ which is
identical with p  -anyrcno^lll* According to Takoda^^
|3 “a0yron0“>III is aIoan«»I3(l8}=aiao (Xl), a viow which was
53 56Gupportol by Jongs leii his collaborators f' . who showed 
that the isomérisation of p  « amyreno-IX (oioan=12-ene) (l) 
with Li kjdrochiorio-aootic acid mixture in the presence or 
absence of zinc or mercury gives /S -amyrene-IIl, The 
rotation quoted by Jones p_t alo for -amyrene-IIX 33°),
is appreciably more laevorotatory than the value obtained by
52 RAWintsrstein and Stein'' , Jones ^  attributed this
difference in apecifio rotation to the higher purity of their
-  51 -
hydrocarbon. Furthor investigation by Jones and his 
56collaborators showed that if the isomérisation is not
carried to complotion.,products of variable rotation are
obtainad which correspond with the values reported for
(S-amyrene-IFj they showed that this hydrocarbon is a
mixtUTQ of fi-amyrene-II and ^-amyrane^IIIo üccording
33to Beaton, üpring^ Stevenson, Strachan and Stewart , &
hydrocarbon obtained by brief Clommensen reduction of
taraxerone, as described by Koller et alo" " Is a similar
56mixture* Finally, Jones SlI» demonstrated that tho
product obtained by Violff-Kishner reduction of 3=oxo=olean-
12-ene Is p  »amyrono-II (olean-12-one) (I) and notfl ^amyrene-
53VI as reported by Rusicka^ Sohollenborg and Goldberg *
56Jones and his co-workers concluded that treatment of oXean- 
12-ene (I) with mineral acid results in double bond 
isomérisation and that when the reaction ia carried to 
completion tho product is ole&n-13(l8)~one, m*p* 190-191 ,^
^ Vl%*
III
—Tho molting point und specific rotation given in tho 
litoraturo for preparations of olean«*13(l8)-0ne(ll) in 
which the reaction mixture had been exposed for a long 
timo to mineral aeid are given below.
Method fBo p*
[«jt>
CECI3 Kef
Cleinniensen rod*^ * of Ol0an-“12-Gn«-3~onQ 
Gleairaensen rod “ of 0 loan-12“*sn--3“Ono
187-189- 5° 
191-5-152-5°
-22°
-32-5°
52
55
Glommensen red^* of Taraxerone Cleminensen red " of 
Taraxerone
189-190°
184(183-184°)
-20-5°
-21°(-24°)
54
57
01oan-l2--eno HCl 
+ acetic acid 01oan-12-»eno i- HCl 
+ acGtio acid
190-191°
186-187°
-33°
-20°
56
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Acid catalysed isomer of oloan«I2-ene 166-187° -13-9° 45
Friedelcn© 4- HCl 186-107° -20° 4?
Friedelanol + Phenol + HCl 186-187° -12-5° 45
Friedolon© + %nCl% 
Acstic Acid 183-1Ü4 ‘13 56
In order to establish whether the product obtained from the 
acid isomérisation of friedelene is identical with ol0an~13(l8)- 
eno ( 5 “amyrene-ill) (ll), the hydrocarbon, olean-12-8ne (l)
53 -
was propared by n’olff—Kiahnar reduction of 3“0zo-olean-lcî-9no 
(III).
Ill I
Treatment of oloan-lZ-one (l) with a hydroobloric-^acotio acid 
mixture at reflux taraporaturo for 17 hours gives a product 
-}-iO^  - 2^2 repeated crystallisation of which yields a 
hydrocarbon [c<]p~ 20^ 2 *^ The specific rotation and
mol wing point of this hydrocarbon are not changed by repeated 
crystallisation or by careful chromatography and tho product 
does not depress the molting point of the matorial obtained 
by acid isomerioation of frledoleneo The rotation of this 
product io not in good agreement with that cuotod by Jones 
et alo^^ who give [^]p“ 33^ for olQan-13(l3)-©no (ll).
The difficulty attending tho isolation of tho hydrocarbon 
(o<]^- 20^ suggested that the initial reaction product 
[cx]^ io‘^5 is an equilibrium mixturo of isomers. This
view was confirmed by the observation that treatment of tho
h y d r o c a r b o n . 20^ ± 2 *^ with hydrochloric-acetic acid
— 54
raixturo ragenorates the mixture W 10°  ± 2° . Hence
if tho product EK!j> - 20^ - 2^ is pure olean-13(i8)«ene then 
ol0an-13(i8)-eno is unstable to mineral acid.
OlGan~13(l3)-©no was therefore prepared by methods which 
did not involve the use of mineral acid* Brief oxidation of 
olean-12=on-3^-yl acetate ( p-amyrin acetate) (V) with 
ooleniur.1 dioxido in acetic acid gives oleana«li; 13(18)«dien~ 
3^-yl acetate (VI). Hydrolysis of the heteroannular dianyl 
acetate gives oloana-llsl3(l8)-=dion-3^ -ol^^5 which is 
converted to tho ansaturated hydrocarbon olo&n-13(l8)-en-3^^ 
oi2j;Ol (VII) by hydrogenation over a platinum cstalyat 
prepared from platinum oxide from which tracas of water- 
soluble platinum salts had boon removed by careful washing 
with distilled water? The product ie oxidised by tho chromic 
acid“pyridino complex to 3-oxo-olean-13(l8)-eno (VIII)*
91 VII
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VIII  n
iVolif-Kiahnor rc^duoticn of 3™o%o=oloa3-lj(l8)=8%8 (VXII) 
&ivQ8 a hydrocarbon mop, 187-188^Ijx]?) - 48 .^ In contrast 
with the product obtained by methods in which mineral aoid 
io employed* this hydrocarbon attains a constant spscific 
rotation after one cryatoliisatlono It is noteworthy that 
the compound Qop. 187-188°; j,)- 48 ?^ does not depress tho
malting point of the product 20° ± 2° obtained by tho
action of minorai acid on friedoleno or olo&n«-12-enôc
Glean--I3(l8)-»onQ (li) was also propared by oxidation 
of oleana«ll« 13(l8)“dion-=3p-ol (IX) with chromic aoid to 
3-oxo-oleana*“ll a 13 (lS)-dien8^^ (X) * Vvolff-Kishner raduo tion 
of which givoc the conjugated hetoroannular dieno* oloana- 
Il2l3{l8)-clion0 (xi); this hydrocarbon was also prepared 
by the oxidation of olGan-12-ono with eeleniujn dioxido^^. 
Hydrogenation of olesjia-Ilsl3(l8)«»diene over a platinum 
catalyst (from purified platinum oicido) gives olean-i3(l8)~ 
ano, m,p. 186-188°. - 48°, identical with tho specimen
- 56 ~
ofctülyiod as deacribod abovo.
NO
IX XI
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Tbs hydrogenation of oleana-llsl3{l8)-dx3ne at 70*»80^ 
over platinum dosoribad by Koller and his collaborators"^ 
gave a hydrocarbon 27^. Tho los-v rotation of thsir
product taay have been duo to the presonoo of traces of 
mineral acid, derived from the catalyst, in tho reaction 
solution.
Treatment of Dlean»l3(l8}'-enQ ( 48^) with mineral
~  57 -
acid givGO a product ” 10°. Repeated crystallisation
of this hydrocarbon was accompanied by a gradual change in
spocific rotation vrhich finally had m.p. 186-187°, 20°
- 2° identical with the product obtained by treatment of
oloan-12«©no and friedolone with mineral aoid described above.
With the object of identifying the hydrocarbon 20°,
l8oC-oloan-12«6ne (XXl) and olean-l8-ene (gormaniceno) (aIII)
were preparedo Tho preparation of 18c<-olean-12-eno was
carried out in these laboratories by Dr. McB.E. Payea.
Oloan-l8-0no (XIXI) was prepared from lupeol by the method
59described by Ealeall, Jones and Meaklns'''^  „ Treatment of 
lupeol (XI7) with dry hydrochloric acid yields 19-chlor- 
OAoan-3/>»ol (XVjo Bo hydrochlorination is accomplished by 
rofluxing with acetic anhydride to yield oloan-lS-on-J^-yl 
acetate (XVl)o Hydrolysis of this compound with alkali, 
followed by oxidation with the chromic acid-pyridine complex 
gives 3-oxo-olcan-l8«en8 (XVIl), Wolff-Kiahner reduction of 
which gives olean-lS-ane (gormnnicsno) (XIIl) m@Uo 173~175^e 
5° viz. -
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Treatinsnt of olcan-lB-eno (Xill) and (XII)
under the aaicl conditions employed in tho a^id ieoaiorieation 
of oIesn-12-gno (I)* ole&n-13(l8)-en0 (ll) and friodeleno* 
yields a produot [‘^Jp £a, « 10^ ± 2^ which on repeated 
crystallisation gives tho hydrocarhonL^Oo '* 20^ 1 2 .^ Thus,
olean-12-eno (I)* oioan«13(l8)-ene (li) l6<™olQan«12-0no (Xil) 
and olsan=l8«ene (XIII) are unstable to minorai acid and each 
gives tho equilibrium mixture of isoraors^O^ ca. « l(f and 
after orystallisaticn the hydrocarbonW - 20^ ^
"* 59 ~
l8oi«olGan-"12-(3noj 37 »^ has m^p. I86*«l88^ and
olosa“13(l8)-Gn©,[p^Jp- 48 ,^ has m»po 187*188° and random 
Dîixturaa of tho two hydrocarbons do not show greatly 
dopraessd molting pointSo This suggoatod that tho hydro- 
onrbon 20° - 2°, is an inseparable (or difficultly
separable) mixed crystal of ole&n-13(l8)-ene (2 parts) and 
I6o(*-ol0en«-12«3no (l part). This view was confirmed by tho 
preparation of a synthetic mixture of those two hydrocarbons 
in those proportions, a single crystallisation of which gave 
tho hydrocarbon, m«p. 20° i 2°, identical with
the product isolated from the mixtures obtained by treatment 
of the hydrocarbons (l), (ll), (XII), (XIIl) with a hydro- 
chlorio-aostic aoid mixture. Furthermore a synthetic 
mixture of olean-13(l8)-ena and I8c{-olean<-12-en0 in tho ratio 
4^3 gives, after one crystallisation, a product 10°,
which is indistinguishable from the equilibrium mixture in 
its bohaviour on crystallisation when the mixed crystal 
20^ 2° *a obfainod.
Mixtures of pairs of the four homogenoous hydrocarbons 
were prepared, which, when they contained either olQan-12-eiie 
or oiean-l8-on©, did not givo a product which could bo 
charactoriGsdo Fiuctherniore a mixture of equal parts of 
germanicone, I80'~olean-12~eno and oloan«-13(l8)-enQ differs fxm
60
the equibllbrlum irdxturo in that it for&a crystals, the 
specific rotation of which ( 0 ^ )  does not change after
*
IX
X I I
five crystallisations. Although tho mixed crystal of 
olean**13(l8)*-eno and 16D^oloan-12-on0 .=. 20^ 1 2^ could 
not be isolated from tho threo component mixture by crystal­
lisation, treatment of tho mixture ([c:L± 0°) v/ith a 
hyclrachlorio^aootio aoid mixture glvos the equilibrium 
mixture [ o ^ ^ f r o m  which the mixed crystal CcKj^ ~ 20^ 
“ 2^MAG obtained by crystallisation. In view of these facts 
the. V'iour of tho unsabumtsd hydrocarbons (l), (lI), (XII)
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and (XIÎï) with minorai aoid is represented as shown abovec
The relativaly low laovorotations of th© hydrocarbons 
obtained by Corey and Drspmmg are not difficult to explain^ 
since tho isolation of a hydrocarbon of constant specific 
rotation from tho mixtui*o obtained by aoid isomérisation of 
oioan-12-one requires many crystallioationa dur-ing which the 
rotation increases elowly from ca. ~ 10^ to ca, -20 ,^ The
high laovorotations observed by Jones at gl,^5g are
however anomoloua.
This investigation has shown that|5-amyrene-III (or 
□kiïïiiViene-III)^^ ie not oXean«13(l8)-an0 but is in fact a 
mixed crystal of oloan-13(l3)«*one and l8&-olean-12-ono and 
that neither aino nor maroury is ossontial for tho acid 
induced iocmorisation of olcan-12-ons (|3-'aayr«ne-Il) to
A more important conclusion is that treatment 
of oiean«12-en-’3^-’Ol (5~amyrin) (XXXI) with mineral acid will 
result in & mixture of cf-amyrin (ol8an--13(l8)«en<»3^“Ol) (VII) 
and l£0(-olcan--12«*on«3|?«ol (XXIII),
N O
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SECTION C
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Tha Structure of the Acotato from
Glycyrr’netic Aoid,
It has been known for a number of years that oxidation of
66oleena«lisl3(l6)“*dionyl acetate (l; R^M©) with chromic acid 
givesj in high yield, an acetate, ^^2^46^5? (O^ acetate).
The 0  ^acotate is aloe obtained as a major product of tha 
oxidation of ll-o%o-oloan-12-en-3^-yl ao©tate,(lI| o:
of ll~oxo-olO£'.na-12ilS<**dl0nyl aoetato (ill; R » Mo), with 
selenium dioxide and of olean-13(l8)-en-3^~yl acetate (IV;
r qH cMe) with chromic acid Compounds directly related to
tho 0^ acetate arc obtained by the same methods from 
corresponding derivatives of olaanolia aoid and glyoyrrhotic
acid. R
a c O - V < t " - ^
I II
T?
Ill IV
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69McKean and Spring suggested that tha constitution of tho 0^ 
acotate is ropresented by (V). This proposal is supported "by 
the behaviour of tho 0^ acotato with mothanolic potassium 
hydrozido when ana^-unsaturatod lactone eater, ^31^430^, 
formulated as (VI) ia obtained, vigorous alkaline hydrolysis 
of which gives an amorphous acid characterised as tha 
crystalline saturated dimethyl-ozo-Gstar, ^32^52^6» represented 
by (Vll). Tha expression (V) affords a satisfactory
30
A c O H 6
1
V VI VII
intorpratation of tha conversion of the 0^ acetate into a 
hydroxy kotono, (VTCIX), the formation of which is
attributed to hydrolysis of tho 3«acstate and thep 7S = 
unsaturated lactone groups with spontaneous decarboxylation 
of tho resulting ^  -oxc«acid (Villa)» The evidence new 
prescntod supports tho formula (v) proposed by BcKean and 
Spring^^, by a study of tho analogous ester, (IX)
obtained from glycyrrhetio acid.
64
Villa
H O
VIII
Oxidation of methyl glycyrrhotato acetato (II; R =*
CO^^q ) with solonium dioxide gives an ester, *
previously propared by JegoPj Rorymberski and Ruzicica^^ by 
oxidation v?ith chromto aoid of methyl j^-aootoxyoloana-ll; 
13(lB)-dien“30*-oato (If R « CO^Me) and methyl 
j^MaGotoxyoloan-lj(l8)-oa-30-oat6 (IV; S a COgMe) and by 
oxidation of methyl-J^^acotoxy-l]^o%o=ol8ana=12sl6™di@n™ 
30-Oüte (ill; R CO^Me) with selenium dioxidso Tho esterj. 
^33^46^7? rosombles tho 0^ acetate in giving a faint yollom 
colour with tot rani troniethsne and in its ultraviolet 
absorption spectrum which shows a broad band near 2300 2 
(£j 4j400)o Those properties, its molecular formula, and 
tho methods by which it ia prepared support tho view that it 
has a structure analogous to that of the 0^ acotate and this 
view is confirmed by the reactions below. If tho 0^ acetate 
is correctly ropresonted by (V), the ester from
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glyGyrrhotlc acid io (l%)o Treatment of the ester (IX)
‘...^coarde -..^COaH *..^C^rk
14
IX
with methanolic potassium hydroxide or with mothanolic 
sodiura methoxidog giV33, in good yieldp a crystalling aoid, 
^33^46^7* addition to a carboxyl group, this compound
contains a motboxycarbonyl and a hydroxyl group and it was 
characterised by tho preparation of an acetate dimethyl ester, 
G34B50O8' Furthermore, tho acid, contains an
c<|5«-unsaturated lactone group as shown by the absorption 
apootruju ( 2240 2; E  11,000) and by a positive
Legal tost. These proportion and its method of formation 
show that it is an analogue of t h o o ip «’Unsaturated laetono 
ester {VI ) and that its formula is to be derived from that 
of (vl) by the replacement of the 30-mothyl by a carboxyl 
group, TIio formula (X) is to be preferred to that of tho 
isomer in which carbon atom C^q is a motboxycarbonyl group, 
and carbon atom a carboxyl group because the methyl
ester (VI) is the major product obtained by treatment of
66 **
the O5 aoetato with methanolio potassium h^droxidoo On 
the assumption that ring B in the derived aoetato dimethyl
HO.
CO
H OH O
XI XII x n i
ester (Xa) has the chair conformation, the
30-mothoxycarhonyl group is equatorial and, in analog with
70the behaviour of methyl l8c<-»glycyrrhstate , relatively
sasy hydrolysis of this group ie expected? treatment of
tho acetate dimethyl ester (Xa) with 4/^ alcoholic potassium 
hydroxide regeneratee the monomethyl ostero The stability 
to alkali of tho methoxycarbonyl group in both (Vl) and (X) 
shows that it ie axially bound and that this ie the more 
Gtable of tho two possible arrangeronts at carbon atom C^o
Tho axial ester (Xl) derived from oleanolic acid Is
71 12known to bo nioro stable than its epimer ^
An attempt was made to confirm tho formula (X) for 
the acid, by alkaline hydrolysis using forcing
conditions in the hope that tho saturated oxo-dioarboxylio 
acid (XIII) would be formed via the unstable
- 67 -
oxo-tricarboxylic acid (Xil)o The attempt was not 
conclusive because the acid product is not crystalline 
and does not give crystalline derivatives* Proof of
the proximity of the enol lactone and the raethoxycarbonyl 
in the 0^ ester was obtained by hydrolysis of this compoundo 
with aqueous alcoholic alkali, a crystallino hydroxy- 
diketona, C2QE^^Uj being isolated in good yioldo The 
infrared absorption of the hydroxy diketons (XV) which was
H O H O
characterised as its acetate, ^30^46^4? contains banda at 
1720 (5-ring ketone) and at 1720 cra”  ^ (6-ring ketono), 
values in good agreement with those observed^ for tho 
higher homologue^^ (VIII), In oach case the 5*^ 3?ing 
carbonyl band is at a lower frequency than usual.
The lactono'-carbonyl group in the 0^ acetate is 
cK-oriontatsd becauso only this arrangement will allow the 
junction of the two fragments a/B and D/e/F through a 
methylene group bridging and with either o4 - o r ^  - 
configuration at carbon atom Cq . The configuration at
- 68 -
carbon atom C9 in the O5 acetate la the more stable 
arrangement boc&uGo the compound is rooovored unchanged 
after prolonged treatment with mineral acîË^ Although 
the reasono givon above indieato that the g-motbozycarbonyl 
groups in (VI) and (X) aro d  ^ -orientated it does not follow 
that the 9-hydrogen atoms in the parents (V) and (iX)^^ are 
3^'=’0ri©ntatcd, since inversion at carbon may accompany,
precede, or follow, mothanolysis of the llîl3 bond. As 
stated above, if ring E in the lactone (X) has the chair 
conformation, the carboxyl group (|5) is equatorial, a 
conclusion supported by tho ease of hydrolysis of the 
corresponding ostsr; it follows that the 19-hydrogen atom 
in the lactones (VI) and (X) are ^  «•orientated since the 
equatorial C^^-bond must be part of the unsaturated lactono 
ring, Tho 18-hydrogen atom in (XV) and (Vlil) is 
provioionally represented as oi -orientated because of the 
relative ease with which the 30-methoxycarbonyl group in 
is hydrolysed by aqueous alkali, a property which 
suggests that in the intermediate (XIV) the raethoxy carbonyl 
group is equatorial. This can only be a provisional 
allocation because hydrolysis of the mothoxyoarbonyl group 
may be facilitated by the neighbouring carbonyl group.
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Thus, the structure for tho 0^ aootato (V) postulated
69by McKean and Spring is confirmed and the storaochomistry 
of the 0^ ester and its glycyrrhetic analogue deduced by 
a Gomoarison of their behaviour under similar conditions.
«•70 ~
EXPERIMENTAL
Rotations were measured in CHCl^ and ultraviolet absorption 
spectra in EtOII. Grade II alumina and light petroleum b.p, 
60-80^, were used for chromatography*
Fricdolin (Friodolan-3-on8) (Friedelanone). - Cork ( 2 lb., 
16-32 mesh) was extracted with ethyl acetate (12&) or with 
boiling benzene (12^ .) for 7 hr. The extracted matter was
boiled with chloroform (800 CoC.), the mixture concentrated to 
300 Co Co, and, after cooling, the solid (4*3 g«) was collected. 
The filtrate .vas evaporated to dryness and a solution of tho 
residue in bonsene was chromatographed on alumina (12 x 1^")* 
Elution with benzene {'dt) followed by crystallisation of tho 
oluato (3*5 8*) from chloroform-acotone gave friedolanone as 
noodles, m,pa 255--62^, m.p. 264^266^ (vac.), -22^, -21^
(^, 2'3, 1*1)« Drake and Jacobson^^ give m«p. 255"’26l°,
C^ Jj) - 29^, Rusicica, Jegor and Hingnes^^ give m,p, 264=265^ (vac) 
28^ and Bruun^^ gives mop, 262-263° (vaCo), fc<lp - 21°,
Hydrogonation of Eriedelenone, - A solution of friedslanone 
l5G0 mg.) in stabilised acetic acid (200 C o C , )  was treated with 
a solution of hydrob.vomic acid (48^; 0*1 c,c.) in acetic acid
(10 c,G.)o The reaction solution was shaken for 1 hr, at 90° 
With freshly reduced platinum catalyst (25O mg, PtO^) in an
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atmosphero of hydrogen* Tho catalyst was removed and the 
solution reduced to drynoss under reduced pressure. A 
solution of the solid in benzene was chromatographed on 
alumina. Elution with benzene gave a fraction, crystallisation 
of which from chloroform-methanol yielded needles, m.p* 255^260° 
263-265° (vac.) 23° (^, 1*5), which was undepressed in
admixture with an authentic specimen of friedeianonoo
Stability of Eriedclanone to Mineral Acid. - A solution of 
friedelanono (l80 mg.) in stabilised acetic acid (40 c.c*) was 
treated with concentrated hydrochloric acid (6 c.Oo) and the 
reaction mixture heated on the steam hath for 24 hr. The 
solution was reduced to dryness under reduced pressure to give 
a solid which was dissolved in benzene and chromatographed on 
a column of aluminao Crystallisation of the benzene oluat© 
from chloroform-mothanul gave unchanged friodelanone as 
needles, in.p. and mixed rn.p. 255-260°, «. 21° (jc, l*l).
?riedelan-36-ol (epiFricdolanol).- Lithium aluminium 
hydride (50O mg.) was added to a solution of friedolanone 
(500 mg.) in dry ether (250 c.c.) and the mixture kept at -r 4° 
for 16 hr* Excess lithium aluminium hydride was destroyed
by tho addition of iced water. The ethor layer was decanted 
and tho product worked up in the usual way and crystallised
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from chloroform or chloroform-methanol to givo frisdelan-3^“^ol 
as blacios,cîcp< 279-283°, m.p* 287*“288°(vaCo ),[o<|^ 22° (£, 0«3)o 
(Found: C,83«9; H, 12-2. Calc, for G^gE^zü: C, 84*0; H 12«2/) 
Bruun and Jofferies^° givo mop. 272-275°, 280-281° (vaCo),
20°o
Friedelan-3|?“Ol (l70 mg,) was dissolvad in pyridine 
(25 CoC.) and acetic anhydride (5 G,c«) and tho mixture heated 
on the steam bath for 1 hr. Crystallisation of the reaction
product from chloroform-methanol gave friedelan-^^-yl-acot&te 
as platse^tHop. 288-^290°,[p^ Jj? +34° (£, 0*75)* Bruun and 
Jeffories^^ give Gi.p, 262-285°, 35°*
A solution of friodelan-3^=yl acetato (l20 mg,) in ether 
(lOD CoOc) was allowed to stand overnight at room temperature 
with lithium aluminium hydride (120 mg*). After tho addition 
of iced wator tho product was isolated in the usual way and 
crystallised from chloroform-methanoi to givo friodeian-l^-ol 
uG blades,MoUo and mixed mop, 283-290°C*^]p + 22° (£, 0*3)o
A solution of fried©lan-3^-ol (200 rngc ) in hot pyridine 
(30 C o C . )  and was treated with benzoyl chloride (lO o , C o )  and 
the mixture heated on tho steam bath for 5 hr. Ethanol 
(30 c,e,} was added to the cold solution and the product 
isolated in the usual way. The benzoate was purified by 
chromatography on alumina and by crystallisation from
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chloroform-œsthanol from which it ooparates as plates, 
rn.p. 253“256°,Mp + 33° + 34° (o, I'O, l.l). Uruun and 
Jafforios'^ givo m«p. 246-248°» 34°«
Lithium aluminium hydrido (lOO mg*) was added to a 
solution of friedolan-3^-yl benzoate (lOO oiogo) in dry ether 
(50 OoGo) and the mixture refluxod for 1 nr. The product
wao worked up in the usual way to give friedolan-3^-ol (blades^ 
from chloroform-methanoi) rn.p. 2 7 9 - 2 8 3 ° , 2 2 °  (£, 0*3)*
À solution of frie del Qn»3|?“0l (100 mg, ) in pyridine 
(15 c*G,) was added to a mixture of tho complex prepared from 
chromium trioxido (l g,) and pyridine (lO c.Oo) and the 
mixture kept for 16 hr* with occasional shaking.. The 
product was isolated in tho usual way and crystallised from 
chloroform-methanoi to give friedelanono as needles, mop. and 
mixed mop. 2)5-260° - 20° (c, 1.2).
Friedolan-3oC-ol (Friedelanol). -
Godium (3 go) was added to a boiling solution of 
friedalanone (l«19 g. ) in n-amyl alcohol (120 o.G.) and the 
mixture rofluxad for 17 hr* The product was isolated in
the usual way and its solution in benzene chromatographed on 
alumina. Elution with bonzeno (6)0 c.c.) yielded gummy 
solids (450 mgo). Elution with benzene-other (1:1, 4)0 c.Co) 
gavo fractions (610 mg.) which crystallised from chloroform-
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mathanol to give fri6dGlan-3o<-ol as small plates, ©opo 299-
302°; C^]p + 18° (£, 0-3)o In another experiment in which
tho reflux time was 4) minutes chromatography of the reaction
mixture yielded successively friedelanono, m»po 255-2)8°,
f 24° (c, 1*5) Glutod by benzene, friedelan-3^ -ol,
rn.p* 277-280° (no depression), + 23° (jc, 0*6 ) eluted by
benzene-ether (isl), and friedelan-3oL-ol, ©op. 300-305° (no
d e p r e s s i o n ) , 17° (o, 0*3) eluted by other. Drake and
Canipbell^^ givo ©op, 250-251° for friodolanol.
A solution of frie del an-3o<“*ol (220 rag.) in pyridine
(50 CoC.) Y/as treated with acetic anhydride (lO c.c.) and tho
reaction heated for 1 hr. at 100°. The reaction product
was worked up in tno usual way and crystallised from chlorofomv-
methanol to give friedelan-3dl-yl acetate as plates,©.p. 316-26
318° - 12° (jc, I'O). Drake and Campbell givo rn.p. 315-
316°, In admixture with a epsciraon of friodelan-3^!-yl
acetate m.p233‘«2.90° the mixture had ra.p. 271-290°. Hydrolysis 
of fri0delan=3o(-yl acetate (90 mg.) was effected by lithium 
aluminium hydride (90 mg.) in ether (lOO o.o,). The product 
was worked up in the usual Y/ay and crystallised from 
chloroform-methanoi to give friedolan-3c4-ol as plates,rn.p: 
and mixed rn.p. 3 0 3 - 3 0 5 ° +  18° (c; CO).
A solution of frrodalan-loC-ol (l g« ) in pyridine (40 c.c.)
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V7ias treated with benzoyl chloride (ll c.c.) and the reaction 
mixture heated on tho steam bath for 2 hr. Ethanol
(lOO C.Co) was added to tho cooled solution and the product 
isolated in tho usual way. Crystallisation from chloroform- 
methanoi gave friodelan-3o(-yl benzoate as plates, m.p» 249-250*^
- 16°, - 17°; (£, 0*9j I'O). Drake and Carapbell^^ give 
Eopo 250-251°. A mixed ©«p. with friodolen-3^-yl benzoato 
rn.p. 253-256° had rn.p. 215-230°.
Hydrolysis of fi'iedelan-3o(,=»yl benzoate (lOO mg.) was effected 
by re fluxing for 1 hr. with lithium aluminium hydride (lOO mg.) 
in other (50 c.c.). The product was worked up in the usual 
way and crystallised from chloroform-^mcthonol to give 
friodelan-3o(*-ol, Bup. and mixed m.po 299-304°, [^ 1], + 17°
(£, 0*4)6
Conversion of Friedelan«»3^-ol "W Fri©dolan-3oC -ol. - A 
solution of friôdelan-3(î“Ol (200 tag.) in n-amyl alcohol (30 c.c.) 
containing sodium n«amyloxide (l g. Na; 20 c.c. AmOH) was 
refluzod for 17 hr. Tho reaction product was worked up in 
tho usual way to givo friodelan-3c<-ol as platec,(llO mg.) 
rn.p, 298-300° + 17° (£, 0*3) which did not doprosa the
rn.p. of an authentic specimen of the alcohol.
r. V
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FriQjjqlQno (FriedQlr3”-ene)o - Phosphorous oxychloride 
(15 o.Cc) was added dropwiss to a solution of friedolan-l^-ol 
(250 mgo) in pyridine (120 c.c.) and the mixture kept for 16 
hr. at room temperature then heated on the steam bath for 30 
min. Tho cold solution was poured slowly on to crushed ice* 
Tho product was isolated by axtraotiou with light petroleum 
and tho dried extract filtered through aluminao Evaporation 
of tho petroleum oluato and crystallisation of the product from 
ciiloroforni-inothanol gave friedel-l-ene as blados, m. p.
250=258“, n.po 261-264“ (vaoo), M î ,  + 53° (ç, 0-3),
Amaxo 2040 8, (E; 4,600)a (Founds C, 67*95 G, 12*5»
requires C, 87-75 H, 12*3%.) The compound gives 
a palo yellow colour with totranitromethano.
PyrolyaiQ of Fri0delan-3<s{«yl Benzoate, - Friodelan-lc^-yl 
benzoate (2)0 mg.) was heated at 310° for 3 hr. in an 
atmosphere of nitrogen. A solution of the product in light 
petroleum was chromatographed on alumina. Light petroleum 
(30 CoO.) ©luted a fraction (l80 mg.), which crystallised 
from chloroform-methanoi to give the hydrocarbon as elongated 
bladaa, rn.p. 256-258° (vac,), + 53° (ç, O.5). A mistura
with friedel-3-ene (describod above) from the dehydration of 
epifriedolanol rn.p, 261-264° (vac.) had rn.p. 2)8-263° (vac.).
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Drake and C©cipbeil^° givo rn.p. 257-258° for a hydrocarbon 
proparod by this method. i^ 'urthor olution with benzene-light 
petroleum (l«l) gavo a fraction (30 mg.) which orystallisod 
from ohloroforffi-mothanol yielding friedolan-3<X -yl benzoate 
nlq plates,rn.p. and mixed rn.p. 249-250°.
Pyrolyais of Friodol&n-3^-yl Donaoato. ~ Eriedalan-3^-yl 
benaoate (200 mg.) was pyrolysod in an atmosphere of nitrogen 
over 3 hr. The pyrolysate and oublimate were worked up in 
the way described above© A solution of tho product in light 
pstroleum was chromatographed on a column of alumina. Elution 
with light petroleum (30 c.c.) gavo a fraction (120 mg.) which 
after crystallisation from chloroform-methanoi had rn.p. 247- 
250^[^3_^+ 53° (_q, 0*3), A mixture with the hydrocarbon 
obtained by the pyrolysis of the 3X-yl benzoate waa 
undepressed in rn.p. Bb.rthor elution with light potroloum- 
bonzene (isl) gave a fraction (30 mg.) which after 
crystallisation from ohloroform-mothanol gavo fri©d0lan«3/?-yl 
benzoate m.p. and mixed rn.p. 253-256°, [ck]p-i- 33° (£. 0*8).
Friedelano. - A solution of friedel-3-ene (15O mg.) in 
cyclphoxane (50 c.c.) and acetic acid (lOO c.c.) was shalten 
with platinum ( from 100 mg. FtOp) for 6 hr® at 60° in an 
atmosphere of hydrogen. Tho cutelyat was removed and the
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product worked up in tho usual way and crystallieod from 
chloroform-inothanol to give friedolone aa plates, 
rn.p, 248-250°, [«*^ 3p+ 22° (c, 0*9) which was undepressed in 
ra.p. whon mixed with a specimen, m.p. 248-250° , Ip + 22° 
prepared hy Aolff-Kishner reduction of friedelanone.
Ruzicka, Jegar and Ringnes^^ give r n . p .  243-244°, + 42°,
Huang-Mini on gives rn.p. 244-245°, h* 42*5° and Bruun^^ 
gives m.po 245=246°, + 21°,
Friedolane-jol;4o(=diol. -  A  solution of oxmium tetroxid© 
(370 mgo) in cyclohexano (20 0,0.) was added to a solution of 
friedelc^l-sno (prepared by tho dehydration of epifriedolanol) 
(500 mgo) in oyclohexane (200 c.c,) and the mixture sot aside 
at room tomporature for 14 days. Lithium aluminium hydride 
(500 mg,) in other (lOO c,Co) was added to the mixture and 
tho solution allowed to stand at room temperature overnight, 
8x0083 lithium aluminium hydride was destroyed by tho addition 
of icod wator and tho reaction worked up in the usual way. 
Crystallisation cf the product from methanol gave 
friedel&ne=3c<:4c<-diol as plates, m,p, 243-245°, 7°
(£, 0"8), (Founds C, 80*9? H, 11*7» requires
C, 8l'0; Hg ll'8y6). It does not givo a colour with 
tetranitroffiothano in chloroform.
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3o(”AgotoxyfriQdQlan-4c<-Ql» - acetic anhydride (5 c.c) was 
added to a solution of friodelano-jc^*4<5(-diol {^^0 mg,) in 
pyridino (10 CoC.) and the mixture heatod at 100^ for 2^ hr, or 
alternatively allowed to stand at room temperature overnight. 
The product, isolated in tho usual way, was crystallised from 
chloroform-methanoi to give 3#^acoto%yfriedel&n-4q-ol@ as 
needles, rn.p. 252-254°, 1*^3^+ 2°, + 2°, (£, 2*0, 3*0.) (Founds
C, 78.9; H, 11.3, requires C, 79«0; H, 11.2#,)
It does not give a colour with totranitromethane in chloroform. 
Infrared spectrum (Hujol); hands at 1735? 1246, 1026 and 
952 cm.~^ (acetate) and 3600 cm,*^ (hy6-roxyl),
A solution of chromium trioxide (l6^ 5 cig, ) in stabilised 
acetic acid (21 c,G. ) was added to a solution of 3c4racetoxy- 
fried8lan-4c<f-ol (120 mg,) in acetic acid (50 c.c®). The 
mixture was kept at room temperature overnight, Excess 
oxidant was destroyed by the addition of methanol and the 
product worked up in the usual way to give unchanged 
3ci-acotoxyfriedQlan-4<5(«-ol as needles, (1I4 rag,) from methanol, 
m,Pc and mixed m.p® 252-254°, 2° (c, 2*0). Hydrolysis of
the diol monoacetate with 3# raothanjlic potassium hydroxide 
gave fri0delane-3c{s4'i(**diol as plates^ from methanol m,p, and
mixed m,p, 243-245°, 7° (jo, 1*0),
Treatment jof 3&-AcotoxyfriQdelan-/|oC-ol with Phosphorous 
Oxychlorideo - A solution of tho diol monoacetato (50 tag, ) 
in pyridine (5 o,c,) was treated with phosphorous oxychloride
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(5 OoCo) and heated on the steam bath for ^ hr* Tho product 
was isolated by pouring the reaction mixture cautiously into 
iced water and extraction of the precipitated solid with ether- 
chloroform® A solution of the product in benzene was filtered 
through alumina to give 3oC-acetoxyfriedolan-4^~ol, and 
mixed mop. 2 5 2 = 2 5 3 2 °  (£, 1*2)*
Friedelano-2f : 3 1 -diol Biaoetato ( 2f ? 3 f -BiaoetoxyfriedelanQ) 
The unsaturated hydrocarbon (560 mgo) obtained by the pyrolysis 
of fri0delan-3cK-yl benzoate was dissolved in oyolohexane 
(50 0,0.) and added to a solution of ojaaium totroxide (415 )
in oyolohexane (5 c.c.)* Tho reaction mixture was kept for 
14 days and after the addition of lithium aluminium hydride 
(600 mgo) in other (lOO c.c.) the product was worked up in the 
usual way® The crude product which was not purified was 
acetylatod with acetic anhydride (lO CoC,) in pyridino (iO c®G^ 
and worked up in the usual way* A solution of tho aootylctod 
product in light petroleum was chromatographed on alumina® 
Elution with light petroleum-bonaene (4*1) gave a fraction 
(250 mg®) which crystallised from methanol as needles, 
m®p. 252-254° undepressed in admixture with an authentic 
specimen of 3c<=aootoxyfri©d0lan-4^~ol ®<>P« 252-254°«
Purthor elution with light petroloum-benzono (l*l) yielded 
a fraction (80 mg®) which on crystallisation from chloroform- 
mo than ol gave noodles, rn.p® 262-264°, [c/];) - 40° (jo, 1* 3)@
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A mixture with 3cC-acotozyfried0lan-4o<-oi mop® 252-254° had 
m.pc 225=240°. (Pounds C, 77*05 H, 10*7. 
requires C, 77*2; H, 10*7^)« The compound does not give 
a oolour with totrsnitroznothane in chloroform*
Conversion of Friodel-3-Qne ^  a M ixture of OlQ&n-»13(l8)-=ene 
and I8c<,-01oan-12-enec - A rafluxing solution of 
friodel-3-ône (350 mg* ) in acetio acid (450 o*c«) was treated 
with concentrated hydroshloric acid (lOO OoO*) over 15 min* 
and re fluxing continued for 18 hr* The reaction mixture was 
reduced to dryness under reduced precoure and a solution of 
tho product in light petroleum was filtered through alumina; 
tho eiuato ^290 ) crystallised from chloroform-aathenol as
blades m,po 184-105° 9*4° (_Cg 0*6) which after four
recrystailisations from tho same solvont gavo the mixed
•> ocrystal of oloan-13(16)-Qns and l8c<-oloan-12-ene as blades, 
raop* 186-187°; [®^ 3p - 20°; (jq, 1*0), Further recrystallisatica 
did not alter the melting point or specific rotation of the 
product which was undepressed in mop* when mixed with specimenfj 
obtained from the aoid induced isomérisation of oloan«12—ens, 
olean-13(l8)-8ne, l8t<-ol©an-12-cna and gei^anioene*
Broaination of the Hydrocarbon from the pyrolyais of 
eplFricdelanyl B onaoate c - A solution of the hydrocarbon
(lOO mg* ) in warm chloroform (40 c*c*) was allowed to cool to
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room torapei’aturo* Bromine (39 mg* ) in aootic aoid (18^6 c.o) 
was added with shaking over f hr# and the reaction mixture 
allowed to stand overnight* The product wae isolated in the 
usual way# Crystallisation from chloroform-methanoi gavo 
needles, (lO mg*) ra#p* 215-217° - 2*3°, -3*0° (£, 0*3, 0*3),
(Found: 0. 60*4; H, 9*09; requires C, 73*8; H 9*8.
^30^‘50^^2 2?GquirGS G, 63*2; H,8*76#) Hydrolysis of the 
reconstituted mother liquors (80 mg*) in 3# methanolic 
potassium hydroxide gavo after ohromatography a mixture of 
low melting solids rn.p* 140-145° unchanged hy further 
crystallisation#
Friodolin Bicarhoxylio Acid. - A solution of friedelanon©
(2 go) in acQtio aoid (300 c#o*) at 110° was treated with a 
solution of chromium trioxido (2 g«) in stabilised aootic acid 
(lOO 0.0*} and added to tho solution over 10 min* with 
meohanioal stirring, Tho mixture was stirred for 2 hr* at 
100-110°. Water was added to the cold solution and the 
acidic reaction product isolated by extraction with aqueous 
□odium hydroxide to give a clear gum (l*95 g* ) which could 
not bo crystalliQod. A solution of tho aoid product (l*95 S* ) 
in ether (200 o*c#) was treated with an excess of ethereal 
dieaomsthano and the mixture allowed to stand overnighto 
The product was worked up in the usual way and its solution
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in light petroloum-honzene (lOsl) chiomatograph©d on a column 
of alumina* Elution with light potroloum-benzen© (is2) g&vQ 
a fraction (l67 mg*) which on crystallisation from chloroform- 
methanol gavo plates^a.p, 175“-177°? 2*5° (jo^  1*4).
Ruzicka, Jeger and Ringnea^^ give m*p* 174-176°, Mj> 9~8° 
for friedalin dioarhoxylio acid dimethyl ester* Elution of 
the column with increasingly polar oolvents gave gums which 
could not ho crystallioad* Hydrolysis of friedelin 
dioarhoxylio aoid dimethyl aster (50 mg*) was effected hy 
refluxing with methanolic potash for 3 hr* The aoid 
product was worked up in the usual way and crystallised from 
methanol (insoluble in chloroform) as prisms ra*p* 287-288° 
(decomp*)* Ruaicka et a l * give m*p* 288° C^jj>-î* 21-4° 
for friedolin dicarhoxylio aoid*
Friedonic Acid Methyl Ester {Êîothyl Friedonate). - A 
suspension of friedelanone (2 g*) in stabilised acetic aoid 
{450 0*0,) was titrated with a solution of chromium trioxide 
(2 go) in acetic aoid (50 c*o.) over 10 rain* and the reaction 
mixture heated on the ctoara hath for ij- hr* The reaction 
product was separated into acid and neutral fractions in the 
usual way* Tho acid product (l* 9 g» ) v/as crystallised from 
methanol to give a small quantity of on amorphous material 
ra*p* 244-250°* A solution of the acid fraotion in ether
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was QOterifiod with ethoraal diazomothan© and tho neutral 
product worked up in the usual way# a solution of the 
methylated matorial in light potroleum-benaone (lOsl) was 
chromatographed on a column of alumina* Elution with 
light petroloum-henzene (2:1) gavo friodolin dioarhoxylio 
aoid dimethyl ostor (14O mg*) m#p* 174-176°, 5^ ]^ -+ 3°(£, 1*2) 
after crystallisation from chioroform-mcthanol© Elution
with hsnsano and crystallisation of the eiuato from methanol 
gave friedonic acid methyl ester ao needles (120 mg* )
3m*p* 152-154° 0^ ]%» + 13° (jsj 1*2). Rusicka ° give
tuopc 153-154° W p  ll*8°o
Oxidation of Cerin. •» Crude corin (m*po 248=253°,m f ir  Mil IT » iT n rr i r~» m .» i ■ f~ i ia i# r>  m r n t~ ~ ^  t
50°, 1 go) was suspended in a mixture of carbon 
tetrachloride (38 o.o#) and stabilised acetic aoid (85 c.c*)*
Chromium trioxide (212 mg*) dissolved in a trace of wator and
acetic acid (5 c*c«) was added to the cerin suspension and 
the reaction shaken for 3 hr* at room temperature* More 
chromium trioxido (170 mg*) in acetic aoid was added and the 
solution shaken for 18 hr* The reaction product in ether 
was shaken with aqueous sodium hydroxide to give sn aoid 
fraction (5OO mg*)* Crystallisation of the aoid fraction 
from methanol guv© friedolin dicarboj^lio acid (46O mg*) as 
prisms m*p* 287“288° (decomp*) undepressed when mixed with
a spsoimsn obtained from the oxidation of friedelanone 
deocribed above*
Friedolin Djcarboxyl ic Aoid Arbydrido. - A solution of 
friedelin dicarboxylic acid (200 mg*) in boiling aootio 
anhydride (lO c*c.) was refluxed for 30 min* The reaction 
raixturo v^ ae cooled, when the product separated as needles*
Recryataliisation from aootic anhydride gave friedelin 
dioarboxylic acid anhydride, rn.p. 264-266°; E?Op+ 75*5°
(£, 0*9)o Ruzicka, Jegor and Ringnes^^ give rn.p* 264=265°, 
74°.
Rorfriedolanone * - * Friedolin dioarboxylic acid anhydride
(l g*} was boated to 280° (bath temparatiu*©) at atmospheric 
pressure for 1 min. The mixture was than sublimed at 14 m*m* 
(wator pump)* The oublimato and tho rosiduo in tho still 
woro dissolved in light petroleum and chromatographed on 
alumina* Elution with bensono and crystallisation of the 
oluate from chloroform-mothanol gave norfriedelanone (600 mg*) 
as glistening plates m*p* 232-235°; 84° {o^ t 1*2)
(Pounds C, 64“if H, 11*85, Galo* for C 84“4;
H, 11*73#)» Ruaioka et alF give mop*’ 231=232°, - 83*7°*
The compound does not give a colour with tetranitrométhano 
in chloroform and it does not show selective absorotion above
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2200 Infrared absorption (Nujcl)s band at 1730
(kotono; 5=aoBb@red ring)*
NorfriedelencnQ. -  A solution of norfriedelanone
( iO O  m g o ) in acotio aoid (10 G,o,) was rofluxad with 
selenium dioxide (220 mg*) for 30 min, The solution was 
filtered an 1 tho yellow filtrate worked up in the usual way* 
Crystallisation of the product (?0 mg® ) from chloroforra- 
methanol gave blades, m*p, 259-261°, [ci]^  « 95°* ** 97°
(£; 1*1; 1*2),/\ 2290 2 (S; 5;3Q0), lufrarod absorption
(NuJoI)i bauds at 1736 cm,™ , I724 cm,™" (conjugated katono
«ml5-msmbor8d ring); 1639 cm»™ (vinylidono); I6O8 cm»™" 
(conjugated double bond). (Pounds C, 84*85, H, 11.61, 
^-9^46 ’^ C, 84*81; H, 11*29^) Ruaicka et al.
give m»p, 260=261°. 2530 2 (g, 14f300).Ü!'3r^6
To remove a slight yellow colouration, tho product was 
dissolved in light petroleum and obromatogrophod on alumina, 
Elution with light petrolQum-bonssnc (3*1) gave 
n^friedslenono which after crystallisation from chloroform^ 
methanol had m»p» 261=263°. 104°, - 104°, (j). 1*1, 1*1)5
A 2290 2 (6, 5,500). Elution with beasene gave a small 
fraction ( l O  mg» ) which could not be crystallised end which 
showed soloctivo absorption at. 2440 2. Eopotition of this 
reaction under a- variety of conditions and also oxectly
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29according tu the method of Ruzicka jot al» failed to yield 
a compound having the ultraviolet absorption spectrum observed 
by those authors» The compound described shove does not givo 
a colour with totranitromethane in chloroform®
Reduction of Horfriedolonone. « A solution of
nprfriedelenone (50 mg,) in ether (20 CoC,) v?es treated with
lithium aluminium hydride (50 mg,) and allowed to stand
overnight. The product was worked up in the usual way but
avoiding tho use of minorai aoid. Crystallisation of tho
product from chloroform-methanoi gave email plates,
rn.p. 250-253°, C^ ]x> + 41° 0*5) (Found: 0, 84*0;
H, 11-4; requires, C, 84*45 H; 11*73#)* Light
absorption « X 2040 2 (E, 1,150), Th0 alcohol does not maz,
show a colour withtotranitromethano in chloroform.
The aliylic alcohol (17 mg,) was kept overnight with 
acetic anhydride (l o.o*) and pyridine (l c.c.).
Crystallisation of tho product from chloroform-methanoi gave 
plates, ra,po 254-256°, [ci]+ 43° (^, 0«4)» The product was 
reconstituted and acotylatod on tho steam bath for  ^hr. 
Crystallisation of tho acotylatod material from chloroform- 
methanoi gavo platos, m,p« 253-255° undepressed with tho 
product of tho oold aootylation# In udtaixturo with the parent
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allylie alcohol 250-253°) tho mlxtur© had m,p, 220-235°,
2040 2 {£, 1,200)» The compound gives no colour withmax*
tstrsnitroisothane in chloroform®
Oxidation of horfriodolenore® « A solution of
norfriodolenone (260 mg.) in dloxan (l2 o»C3o) was heated with
a solution of EsOg (l gm) in cUoxaa (3 c«Q.) in a soalod tub©
at 190° CVS might a Tho reaction Enlxturo was cooled, filtered
and YTorkod up in the usual way. Tho produot, a rod gum, was
dicGolved in light potroleura-bsnsono (2;l) and chromatographed
on alumina, Blatlon with bsnsono gavo a solid (50 mg,)
Tîhich crystallised from ohloroform-motl&ncl as blados,
a»p. 253=255°, [0U 34 190°, + 191°, (o, 0'75; 0'8) (Found:
C; 85“5j Eg 11*25 requires C, 85*2; H, 10*9#)
Ultraviolet absorption epeotrum A  ^ 2520 2 (8 , 13y500).rnox.
Infrared absorption (Nujol); bands at 1695
%(@oaju2&t3d kütoao i:: g-Kasahered eingïg 1646 
(vinylidano)5 1587 Gin»  ^ (conjugated double bond);
*3*7 f 1944 cm» " (vinylidcne); 675 cn»”* (conjugated double bond). 
Elution with bonsono^ether (l:i) gava a product (30 rag©) 
which oryatallicsd from methanol as orange neecU.os,
B.po 266-260°, Cc^ 3j;-i- 235°, (op 2-0)  2800 % (£ , 7 , 500).
ïnfji'arecl absorption (oliloroforra)} bands at 1764 em»
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(c<-dil;Qton8 in ring); 170p cm, , (conjugated
ketone In 5~a3mb@rad ring); 1647 cm®  ^ (vinylideno);
\ 291575 8 0 » (conjugatod double bond). Ruzicka ajfe a^l.
give mop, 269=270° (vaOo),L®^l^ + 24I , 2
(SglOjOOO) and 0uri3son et ql» give m.po 269=270°,
W j 3+ 231°, for bisnorfriedslensdions. Infrared absorption
43 T(Nujol); bands at 1765 onio™ (kotone in 5~mcmborsd ring);
1708 on}o™^  (conjugated ketone in 5-*m0mb8rQd ring); 1575 om®
iconjugated double bond).
Friedelin enol Benzoate. - A mixture of friedolin (5 go) 
and benzoyl chloride (25 OoCe) was heated for 1 hr» at 
190=195° (reaction mixture temperature)» Tao brown solution, 
after ooollng^ was poured into wator and ozoasa benzoyl 
elilorid© destroyed by the addition of sodium carbonate to the 
hosted mistureo Tho brown solid thus obtainod was extracted 
with a ohlorofona-othox* mixture and the product worked up in 
the usual way© Crystallisation from ohloroform-methanol gave 
friedolin enol benzoate (4*8 g») as plates, m»p» 257-261°
ruop» 265-267° (vaOo ), 62°, -h 63° (£, 0*6, 1*6). Dr alee
23 o goet al» : give mopo 255=^62 » Rusicka et al»  ^give
ID» po 265=266° (vaOo), + 64°.
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4=Bro?nofrledelin» - A solution of friedolin onol 
bonaoato (5 go) in chloroform (275 o*Qo) was traatod.with 
Q solution of bromine (1*65 g# 1*1 mole») in chloroform 
over 10 mine at -20°» The réaction mixturo was kept at 
-20° for a further 5 csin» then quickly washed with a saturated 
solution of sodium bicarbonate, and tho chloroform extract 
reduced to dryness at room temperature» Treatment of the 
reeiduo with aqueous sodium carbonato at 100°, followed by 
extraction wit!? ola^roforra gave a product which crystallised 
from light pst^aloum as nocdlos, niop» 193=199° (dcoomp»)
Ip<]p+ 88° (o, 1*8)» Corey and Ursprung give 
mop. 196-197°; + 90° for 4=bromofriQdolin©
4=froracfriodelin was rocoverod unchanged after treatment 
with boiling pyridino for 3 hr» and stabilised acetic acid for 
è hr®
Action of Silver AcQtate on 4=Eromofriodclin» = A solution 
of 4=bromofried3lin (lOO mg»} in pyridino (20 OoO») was 
refluxed with freshly cryatallioed silver acetate (200 mg»)
for 30 mi'fio Txio reaction mixture was allowed to cool, water
added, and ©xtractsd with ether© The other extract was 
cashed exhaustively with water and worked up in the usual way, 
but avoiding the use of minorai acid» A solution of the
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product in benzeno-othor (l*l) was filtered through alumina® 
Crystallisation of the eluate from acetone gave needles,
(20 mgo ) m, P» 248-250°, [ e x 34° (o, 0*75)<> The compound 
does not give a colour with tetranitrcmothaneo Repetition 
of this reaction for 1^ hr» gave a higher yield of the product 
described above m®p. 250-252°, - 36°, - 37*5° (£t 1*0, 0*8)
2050 S (g, 2,700) (Found: C, 79*75 H, 10*8.
^32^52^3 ^coquirea C, 79*3) H, 10*8#). A mixturo with a 
spociraon of cerin acetate, (rn.p* 262-263°? = 36°), had
moDo 252=256°*
Action of Hydrochloric Acid on 4-Bromofriodolin * « A solution 
of 4-broraofriedolin (200 rag®) in glacial acetic acid (50 c.q*) 
was rofluxed for 18 hr» with concentrated hydrochloric acid 
(14 OoG*)o The product was worked up in the usual way and a 
oolution in light petroleum chromatographed on a column of 
alumina (8 g»), Elution with light petroleum and light 
potroleum-benzene gave mixtures which could not be 
characterised» Tho reaction mixturo was reconstituted 
(170 mgo) and reduced by the method of Wolff^Kishnor» 
Chromatography of the resultant product and crystallisation 
of the eluates gavo mixtures which had raop# 130-155°, &ud 
finally 162-180°.
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T r o a t r n o n t  o f  4 “ i3r o m o f r i Q d ^ l i n  v / i t h  A c a t i o  A o i d o  -  
4 « B r o z 3o f r i G d 9 l i n  ( l  g o )  w a s  s u s p s n d e d  i n  s t a b i l i s e d  g l a c i a l  
a o a t i o  a c i d  (500  o . g * ) ; h e a t e d  u n d e r  v a c u u m  u n t i l  d i s t i l l a t i o n  
o f  & G 9 t i @  G Q i d  t o o k  p l a c o g  a n d  t h e  p r o c e s s  c o n t i n u e d  f o r  a  
f u r t h e r  30  m i n *  T h e  s o l u t i o n  v / a e  r e d u c e d  t o  d r y n e s s  a n d  
t h e  p r o d u c t  c r y s t a l l i s e d  f r o m  o h l o r o f o r m - m e t h a n o l  t o  g i v e  
p l a t e s g  m o p o  28 § - » 295 ^ j  m * p o  308 - 310 ^  ( v a c * ) ,  11 ° ,
Cc, 1-2), A 2270 Î (€, 4,500) (Pounds C, 64*7;tjiaxo
Eg 11*5® ^30^46^ requires C, 84*8; H, 11«4^). The
compound does not give a colour ^ith totrELnitromethaneo
Reduction of the compound (lOO mg.) was effected
by lithium aluminium hydrido (lOO mgo) in other (30 OoCo)o 
Tho product was worked up in the usual way and crystallised 
from chloroform-mothanol (cloudy solution) as plates, 
laopo 253=255°; finally 264=266°, [c<]^ *t* 12°, (£, 0-3)
2040 2 (€, I,450)e The product does not give a 
colour with 1stranitromothan©o The reaction product was 
reconstituted and treated with a solution of hydrochloric 
acid (1 SoCo) in acetic acid (50 G*Co) for 3 hro at 100°*
The product was worked up in the usual way and chromatographed 
on alumina but a homogenoous compound was not isolated from 
the chromatogram.
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1 2 taraxer-14-G^=3j) Acetate, - A oolution of
12-ozotaraxera«9(ll):%4-dlen=3^^yl acetate (2 go) 
^2~o%o-%3lBO=oleana«9(ll):14=diGn-3^=yl acetate) in ether 
(lOO G,Qo> was added over 2 min, to a solution of lithium 
(900 mgo) in liquid ammonia (600 CoCo) with etirringo The 
reaction was allowed to continue for a further 3 mine thon 
halted by the addition of eoetono (lO CoOe)o The ammonia 
solution was allowed to evaporate at room temperature over­
night, The rod roaiduo was worked up in the usual way, and 
a solution of the product in light petroloum-bonaene (52I) 
vfLiQ chromatographed on a column of alumina, fîlution with 
light pstroleum-bsnzono (2;l) gave a fraction (l*2 g , )  and 
a further fraction (600 mg,) was obtained by elution with 
light petroleum-benzene (l;l). Crystallisation of the 
©luates from chloroform-methanol gave needles, mopo 295=297°
K - 32°, (£5 1“3), A ^  ^ 2060 2 (E, 4,300); in ohleroform A  2350 2 (Eg 50)0 The compound gave a pal© yellow colour 
with totranitrora©thane in chloroform, Beaton, Spring, 
Stevenson and Stowart^^ give 298«300°, = 30° for
12-o%otarazer™14=3n-3^~yl acetate prepared by this method, A 
solution of the acetate in 5/& mothanolio potassium hydroxide 
v/as refluxed for 3 hr. The product was worked up in the 
usual way to givo 12-oxotaraxer=I4=@n=^^=ol* m,p, 276=277 o Î
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[c^ ]^ - 44° (£, 13). Beaton et al.^^ givo m,p, 276-278°
“ 45°, = 43°.
(Treatment of 12-Oxotaraxer-14”Qn=3p-ol with Hydroohlorio Acid,. 
A solution of 12-oxotaraxQr-14=en-3|î“Ol (200 mg, ) in hot 
acetic acid (50 c,Co) was treated with concentrated 
hydrochloric acid (lO 0,0®) over 5 roin, and heated on the 
ateam bath for a further 2&hr, The red solution was redwood 
to dryness and worked up in tho usual way and tho product 
aectylated with acetic anhydride (5 0,0,) in pyridine (5 c.c,). 
Chromatography of the aoetylated product gave on elution with 
light petroleum and light potroleum-bensene fractions which 
could not ho ©rystallissdo Elution with benzene gave & 
fraction (15 mg,) which separated as needles from chloroform^ 
methanol, m o p ,  295= 297°  A  60  (&, 6,000) undepressed in t n o p o  
when mixed with an authentic specimen of 12-oxotaraxer-l4-en= 
3f5-yl aootato (mop, 295=297°).
3 =0x0-01 can-12-anQ. - A solution of ol©an-12-Qn-3^-=ol 
(10 go) in stabilised acetic acid (l£,) was treated with a 
solution of chromium trioxido (l’73 g* E  1 1  mole) in acetic 
acid (50 CoOo) added dropwiso over 20 min. and the solution 
allowed to stand at room temperature overnight. Excess 
chromic acid was destroyed by tho addition of methanol and
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th© reaction solution worked up in tho usual way, A 
solution of the product in benzene was filtered through 
alumina. Crystallisation of tho eluate from chloroform- 
methanol gave 3-oxo«olQan-12-Qna as needles, m,p, 197=199°,
110* (o, 1*3).
0Iean=_12-9ne, - A mixture of 3=oxo-oloan-12-en0 (700 mg,), 
alcoholic sodium othoxide (15 G , c ,  EtoH, 700 rag, i^a) and 
hydrazine h-drato (5 c,c, 100^^ was heated in a tube 
autoolave at 180° for 12 hr. The product was isolated in 
tho usual way and crystallised from chloroforra-inothanol to 
givo oleara-12-eae as blades, ra,p. 160-162°,[ c< 94°,
Aoid Rearrangement of Olean=I2=9ne, ^ A «solution of 
Qle&n=12=on9 (^-&myreno=Il) (450 nig,} in aaotie a©id 
(200 GoOo) was treated over 30 min, with sonc^ntratod 
hydrochloric acid (40 c.Oo), A further addition of 
hydrochloric acid (40 c*Oo) caused precipitation of solid 
and tho mixture was rofluxod for 18 hr. The mixture was 
reduced to drynoso undor reducod prossuro and a solution 
of the product in light petroleum was filtered through 
alumina. Crystallisation of tho oluato from chloroform- 
methanol gave a mixture, m.p, 168=175°?C^Id= 2*5° (£, 1'2) 
continued crystallisation of which from tho same solvent
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mixture gavo blades, mop, 186-187°, D^32>- 19° (£? 0 9)°
The speolfi© rotation was not changed by repeated 
crystallicatione In another experiment oloan-12-en©
(300 mgo) was dissolvod in aootie acid (I50 c.c.) at reflux 
tsmporaturco Concentrated hydroohlorio aoid (37 CoOo) was 
added over 15 min, and the solution refluxsd for 18 hr,
Tho solution was reduced to drynoss and tho product dried. 
Crystallisation from ohloroform-mothanol gara blades 
[c<]p= 11° (£, 1*0) which aftar continued crystallisation 
from tho same solvent mixture had a,p, 186=187°, t< 1 20°
(jo, 1*1)0 Tho product gave a deep yellow colour with 
tetranitromQthanoo
Aoid Roarrangement of tho Hydro carbon 20°. =
Treatment of the hydrocarbon [«^ 3j)« 20° (lOO mg, ) with 
hydrochloric aeid (l3 e.e,) in acetic acid (54 o.c.) at 
reflux temperature ovor 16 hr, gavo after crystallisation 
from chloroform-methanol blades, m,p, 184-185°, 10*4°
(©, 1*0),
01eana-ll2l3(l8)=di©n=3/?“yl Acetate, « A solution of 
oloan«12~sn=3^=yl acetats (10 g,) in aoetio acid (8OO ©,©,) 
was treated with a solution of selenium dioxide (lO g,) in 
water (4 c,c,) and tho mixture refluxed for 30 min. The
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hot solution v/aa filtered and tho filtrate poured into water, 
Tha produot was worked up in the usual way and purified by 
chromatography and crystallised from chloroform-aothanol to 
givo oleana-llJl3(l8)«dion-3^=yl acetate as hexagonal plates, 
rsopo 226-227°; 61° (£, 2«0)o It gives a red brown
col oui' with to tranitrome thane,
3=Oxo-Ol0ana-ll8l3(l8)=diene. A solution of
ole&na-ll%13(l8)-dien-3^-ol (80ü tngo) in aoetio aoid 
(120 CoOo) was treated with chromium trioxide (140 mgoH 
1 1  molo) in acetic acid (lO c.o.) added dropwisa at 30° 
and tho mixture allowod to stand at room temperature 
ovamight, Excess oxidant was destroyed by the addition 
of methanol and tho solution reduced to drynesso Tho product 
was worked up in the usual way end crystallised from 
chloroform-mothanol to give 3=oxo=olo&na-llil3(l6)«diono as
neodleo; m,po 231=235°^ [^3^= 49’ (£y 1*2),
Oloana~ll8l3(l8)=dieneo = A mixture of 3-oxo-olcana^ 
ll%13(l8)=dleno (400 mg.) alcoholic sodium methoxide (40 CoC, 
MgOH, 1 go Ka); and hydrazine hydrate (5 CoO, 100,6), was 
heated overnight in a tube autoclave at 180°. The product 
was isolated in the usual way and its solution in light 
petroleum chromatographed on alumina. Crystallisation of
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tho oluato from ohloroform-methanol gavo
oXoona-ll8l3(l3)-(iienô ao blades, mop, 217-218°, « 66*2°
(jB, 1 1 ) .  Huzioka et ol.^^ give mop, 218-219°, - 73°*
T a k e d a g i v e s  mop, 222-224° , =  67°, Ultraviolet 
absorption X   ^ 2420, 2500, 2600 ?i (€, 27,000, 30,000 andin&3k@
20,000).
010an=l3( 18)QUOo - A solution of oloana=ll‘.I3(l8)«diene
rag.) in oyolohexano (50 c.c.) and acetic aoid (50 o.o.)
was ehal^en for I8 hr© at 60° in an atmosphere of hydrogen 
over freshly reduced platinum oatalyst (Pt02? 200 mg,).
Tho roaotion wae worked up in the usual way to give a product 
which gives o strong yellow oolour with tetranitromethano; 
crystallisation from chlorofortn-mothanol gave Qlean=13(l8)=anQ 
as blades, m.p. 1 8 6 - 1 8 7 ° , =  48°, l*l)o Ultraviolet 
absorption A  2100 % (6, 7,000). (Pound: C, 88»0;
H, 12«3* Gj qE^q requires 0, 87*7; H, 12»3^).
OlQan-l3(l8}-GnQ showed no depression in ra.p^  i.n admixture 
with the product m,p. 186-187°, [p(] = 20° obtained from the
acid rearrangement of friodolen© and olean-lZ-ene. The 
reaction was repeated at room temperature with the same 
result.
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OXoan=13(l8)“Siv-3;§«olo - A oolution of 
oleana-llEl3(l8)-dlGn-3#=ol in cyelahezane {50 CoOo) mid 
acetic acid (15O CoSo) was shaken vigorously xn an atmosphere 
of hydrogen ovor freshly reduced platinum oatalyst (250 rago 
PtOo) for 16 hro The solution was filtered to remove tho 
oatalyst and reduced to drynesso Crystallisation of the 
roniduo from methanol and cqu@QU3 methanol gave 
Dlean=13(l8)-on=3^™3l aa ngadXes, Sopo 212=2X3°, [e^ -ip - 52°
(gj. 1 2^}0 Tho compound gives a strong yellow eolaur with
55tetranitrorngthano in chloroform, donas at &1« jeivo
UioPo 212-212* 5°, 50*5 ; Rusicka^^ gives mopo 213-213- §
r n 52°o
3=Oxo-aXsi‘-n=13(l8)-€nao = Chromium trioxido (8OO mgo ) 
was dissolved in portions in pyridlno (30 Go Go) with ehalcing 
at room tonipsraturo to give a bright yellow proeipitate of a 
ohronlo asid=pyridinc ©oruplexo A solution of 
olaan=l3(lü}-‘C-in-3/l=cl (8C0 mgo) In pyridine (20 o«Qo) wag 
added to the oxidant and the mixture shaken at intervals 
ovor I3- hr@ thon allow 3d to stand at room temperature 
ovornighto Bthor was added to the roaotlon mixture and 
the Gthor extract workod up in the usual way but avoiding 
tho use of mineral aoldo The reaction product was purified
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by ohromatography on alumina and crystallised from chloroform™ 
methanol to give 3~oxo=oloan=13(l8)-eno as blades, 
isop. 199=200°,C^Jp- 11*5^ (£j l*2)o It gives a strong 
yellow colour with totranitromothane.
Oloan=13(l8)=eneo - A mixture of 3“0xo=oloan«13(l8)=one 
(500 mgo) ûlcoholiû sodium ©thozide (15 c.o, EtOH,
500 lago Ha) and hydrazine hydrate (3 GeC. 100^) was heated 
in a tubo autoclave at 190° for 12 hro The contents of th© 
autoQleva were poured into wator and worked up in the usual 
way. The product was purifiod by chromatography on alumina 
and crystallised from ©hloroforra-methanol to give 
oloan=13(l8)=eno as blades, m.po 186=18?°, [<<3^ - 48° (£, 1*3), 
identical with the product 48° obtained by
hydrogenation of oIoan-ll:13(l8)=dienG.
Acid Rearrangement of Olcan=13(l8)=eno© « A solution of
olean«*13(l8)=ene (150 mg.) in acetic acid (150 c.c.) at 
reflux temperature was treated with concentrated hydrochloric 
acid (37 Co Co) over I5 miuo and refluxed ovornighto Tho 
solution was talcon to dryness under reduced pressure and 
dried. The product ( -  12° (c^ , 2*3)) was repeatedly 
crystallised from chloroform-methanol to give blades, 
m.po 187=168°, 19'5° (£* 2 3), unchanged by further
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cryotallleaticn or oaraful chromatography. A mixed mop© 
with the product, m@po 186=187°, « 20° obtained by acid
isomérisation of olean-12=©no had mop© l86-l87°(undepr0S6ed)o
01©ana=ll5l3(l8j-dienoo - A solution of ol©an-12=8ne
(400 mg*) in acetic acid (150 c.o.) was treated with a 
solution of selenium dixoide (4OQ mg,) in water (4.0.Ô0) 
and acetic acid (50 c , C o )  and rofluxod for 30 min. The hot 
solution was filtered and the filtrate worked up in the usual 
way© The product was purified by chromâtOgraphy and 
crystallised from chlorofurm-mathanol to give 
oleana=ll8l3(l8)'-diene as blades, m,p. 217=218°, [oc]p « 66°
(£, 1*2). Kuaicka gives ra.p, 218=219°, 73°.
Lupool Hydrochioride (cf, Halsall, Jones and Meakins^^). = 
Dry hydrogen chloride was passed for 6 hr, into *’Grignard 
dry” ethanol (8OO c,Co) cooled in an ice water bath.
A solution of lupool (lO g.) in dry ethanol (5OO c,c,) was 
added to the saturated ethanol solution and the mixture sot 
aside at room temperature for 6 days© The reaction mixture 
was poured into water and worked up in the usual way. The 
product was crystallised from ethanol to givo lupool 
hydrochloride as needles, m.p© 203-20)° (dtaCc}, 29°
(jc, 1*3). Haleall £t give mop. 2 1 1 = 2 1 3 ° , ^ ~ 31°,
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QXetan=l8™,en=3S Acotate.- a solution of lupeol
hydroehiorido (4*2 g©) in acotic anhydride (lOO g.Co) was 
rofluxed overnight© Tho solution was allowed to cool to 
room temperature and the crystalline material which separated 
was filtered off, washed with methanol and racrystallised 
from chloroforra-methanol to give oloan=l8=sn=i^=yl acetate 
as plates, mop© 276=278°, 18° (Of 1*4)» Halsall _et
givo m©p© 276=277°, 18*5°.
Olean-X6=en=3fl=ol, (Gerrnaniool). - A solution of 
ol8an=X8=en™3^=yl acetate (l'4go) in ether (2)0 c©Ce) was 
treated with lithium aluminium hydride (l g©} and set aside 
at room temperature overnight© Excess lithium aluminium 
hydride was destroyed by tho cautious addition of iced water 
and the product worked up in the usual way to give, after 
crystallisation from methanol, olean=l8=en=3|î-ol (germanlcol) 
as needles, m©p© 177'=178°, [ocjp + 6° (£, 2*3)»
Halsall alo give raop© I80=l8l°, 7°.
3 =0x0=^0an-18-ene (Genaanicone). = Chromium trioxido 
(l go) was dissolved in portions in pyridine (lO o.Go) with 
shaking at room temperature to give a bright yellow 
precipitate of a chromic acid=pyridin© complex© A solution 
of ol0an=l6=on->3^=ol (800 mg©) in pyridine was added to the
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oxidant and the mixture shaken at intervals over 2 hr. then 
allowed to stand overnight at room temperature© Ether was 
added to the reaction mixture and the ether extract worked 
up in the usual way but avoiding the use of mineral acid.
Tho reaction product was purified by chromatography on 
alumina and crystallised from chioroform=m@thanol to give 
3“OXO=olean=l8=sne as plates, ra©p© 187-188°,[c*lp+ 38°,
(o, 1-3). Halsall give 188-189°, 37°.
01ean-l8°ene (Gericanioene) (of. Sitapson^ '^ , David, ). - 
A mixture of 3-oxo-olean-l8-on© (4OO mg©) hydrazine hydrate 
(3 Co Co 100^) and alcoholic sodium methoxids (MeOH, 20 CoC© 
Ha 400 mgo) was heatod in a tube autoclave at 200° for 18 hr 
The contents of the autoclave were poured into water and 
worked up in the usual way but avoiding the use of mineral 
acid© Crystallisation of tho reaction product from 
chloroform=methanol gave oloan-18-ene as plates, 
m©po 173^175°; t 1>*<* 6° (£, 4'5)o Himpson^^ gives 
m.p. 171-172°j [®f]o+ 3°. Barton^^ gives ra.p. 171-172°,
Acid Rearrangement of Olean-^lS-one© ~ A solution of 
olean=l8™ena (l)0 mgo) in stabilised acetic aoid (lOO c©c©) 
at reflux tomperature was treated with hydrochloric acid
J.04 *“
(25 Co Go) over 10 min© and the solution refluxed for 18 hr©
The reaction mixture v;as reduced to dryness and dried©
The product p - 10°, (£, 3*0) was cryotallised from
chioroforni=mothanol to give blades, mop© 1 8 6 - 1 8 7 ]p = 18°, 
(£, 1*3) identical with tho product obtained from the acid 
isomérisation of friedal=3=ono, olGan-12-ono, and 
oloan=13(l8)-en0.
A solution of l8c(“*olean-12-en8 (prepared by Dr© M.BoE© 
Fayea) (150 mg© ) in stabilised aoetio acid (120 c.Oo) was 
refluxed for 18 hr© with concentrated hydrochloric acid
(20 c.Oojo The product was isolated in the usual way to
givo blades, m©p© 1 3 6 = 1 8 7 ° , =  18°, (£, 2*3 ) unchanged 
by further roorystalXiaation and identical with the product 
described above©
Synthetic Mixture of Qlean-13(l8)=one and I6^=01ean-12=en8© =
A mixture of olean=I3(l8)=0ne (rnop© 186=187°, 46°,
50*4 mgo) and I8o(=ol0an-12-eno (m.p© 186-188°,W J u  + 37°,
37’8 mgo) was dissolved in, and crystallised from
chi ore form=mQ thanol to givo blades, m.p© 185-186°, 13°,
(£, 1* 5) which on further roorystallisation from tho sarao 
solvent mixture gave the mixed crystal (45 mg©) as blades, 
m.opo 186=187°, - 18°; unchanged by further crystallisation©
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S y n t h e t i c  M l x t u r ô  of 01 o a n - 1 3 (l8 )-8nG, 10G(-Olean-1 2 -©ne 
a n d  G e r m a n l c e n a . =  G o r m a n i c e n e  (m»p« 173- 175°» 6 °,
100 mgo), o l e a n - 1 3 (l8 ) « Q n0 (lOO mgo) a nd l8c(-olean=12= ene 
(lOO mgo) w e r o  m i x e d  6.nd tho m i x t u r e  c r y s t a l l i s e d  f r o m  
chloroforai-metnanol to g i v e  n e e d l e s ,  niopo 175- 177°,
[p^]pO°, (c, 3 *3 ) w h i c h  for t h r e e  r e c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n s  h a d  
mope 176= 178°, [ci] 0 °, 0 °, (c, 2 '7 , 2 -0 ),
Th o  m i x t u r e  (260 m g o ) w a s  r e c o n s t i t u t e d  a n d  dieeot v-ad 
in a c e t i c  a c i d  (1)0 o>Co) at r e f l u x  t e m p e r a t u r e .
C o n c e n t r a t e d  h y d r o c h l o r i c  aoi d  (37 CoCo) w a s  a d d e d  a n d  the 
s o l u t i o n  r e f l u x e d  ove r n i g h t ©  "The s o l u t i o n  w a s  r e d u c e d  to 
d r y n o s s  a n d  dried© T h o  p r o d u c t  -  10°, (jO; 2 *6 ) was
o r y a t a l i i s o d  f r o m  o h l c r o f o r m - m e t h a n o l  to givo blades, 
m,po 186= 1 8 7 -  18°, (£, 2 *1 ) u n c h a n g e d  by  f u r t h e r  
c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n .
A c e t y l  G l y c y r r h e t i o  Acid* -  ” E x t r a c t u m  G l y c y r r h i % a o "
(3 kgo) w a s  d i s s o l v e d  in hot vvator {(>£ ) a n d  cooled. 
C o n c e n t r a t e d  s u l p h u r i c  a c i d  (600 g,Qo) w a s  c a u t i o u s l y  
a d d e d  to tho a q u e o u s  s o l u t i o n  w i t h  s t i r r i n g  a n d  the b l a c k  
v i s c o u s  s l u d g e  w h i c h  s e p a r a t e d  was i s o l a t e d  b y  d é c a n t a t i o n  
a n d  k n o a d e d  w i t h  w a t e r  (l^^*)* T r e a t m e n t  o f  the c r ude 
p r o d u c t  w i t h  a q u e o u s  s u l p h u r i c  a c i d  (3%, 6 ^ %) a t  100^ fox*
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5 hr© gave a black brittle solid which was removed by 
décantation of the liquor, and ths product dried, mixed with 
asbestos fibre and extracted with chloroform (Soxhlet)»
Removal of the solvent under vacuum gave a residue (230 g© ) 
which was dissolved in pyridino (l)0 CoOo) and aoetio 
anhydride (1)0 c©Co) and heated on tho steam bath for 2 hr©
The acstylatod produot was worked up in tho usual way to give 
acetyl glycyrrhotic aoid (55 g*) as plates from chloroform- 
methanol, m©p. 309-313°, + 144°, (£, 11). A second
crop (5 go) was obtained from the mothor liquors, 
iHop© 304^309°, [ ® < ] p 133°, (£, 1*1)©
Glycyrrhetlc Acid© - Treatment of aoetyl glyoyrrhotio 
acid (250 mgo) with methanolic potassium hydroxide ( 2) CoO© 
3/^ ) for 1 hr© at reflux gave, after work up of the roeotion 
product in the usual way, glycyrrhotic acid, mopo 300=302°, 
C 0 < V  157"* (Ot 1-2), /gjaXo ^ 11,200)0
Acotyl Glyoyrrhetic Acid Mothyl Bator© = A solution of 
glyeyrrhetat© acotato (220 mg©) in ether (lOO c.c©) was 
treated with an ethereal solution of diasomothane and allowed 
to stand ovaic-nighto Excess diazomethane v?ae destroyed by the 
cautious addition of acotic aeid© Tho product was worked up 
in tho usual way to yield, methyl glycyrrhetato acetate, as
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plûtoa, from chi or of om-mQ thanol, m.p, 300-302°, [<^ ] 3^ + 147°,
(op 1-2).
Ester, ^33^4607(IX)c - A solution of methyl glycyrrhotate
acotato (15 go) in glacial acotic acid (4OO c,c,) was rofluxod 
with soleniuoi dioxide (l) go) for 24 hr© After filtration, 
the solution was again treated with selenium dioxide (l) g») 
and rofluxed for 24 hr© The product was isolated in tho 
usual way and crystallised from chioroforsi-mothanol to give the 
ester (7*0 g© ) as neadles, m©p© 288=290°, Ep^ 3p*H 2.4°,
(c, 3*5), 2260 i (£, 4,400)© (Found: C, 71*7;
H, 8’4o Calc© for G33H4^0^ G, ?1*4| H 6*4^»)
Joger et al©°^ give mopo 285=286°, |c<]^ + 4°, -i- 2*6° fop this 
compound©
Aoid. ^31^^46^? (%)° ™ (a) A solution of tho ester,
0^324^0^ (2*5 g o )  in 5^ mothanolio potassium hydroxide was 
rofluxod for 3 hr© Tho product was soparated into neutral 
and acid fractions in tho usual v/ay© Crystallisation of 
the acid fraction from ao©tone=light petroleum gave tho 
aoid* m©p© 206-208°,M p -  2°, = 1*7°, (c, 2*0,
5-0), 2240 S (e, 11,000). (Founds C, 70-1; H, 9-0?
OMe, 6*lo ^30^4305-00113 requires G, 70*2; Hg 8*7$
OMe, 5'85^.) The acid does not givo a colour with
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totranltromothano in chloroform© The neutral fraction is 
described below.
(b) A solution of tho ester, C33H46O7 (l g*), in mothanolio 
sodium mothoxido (50 G,Co M3ÛH5 2g. Ha.) was rofluxed for 
5i' hro TI10 product was separated into acid and neutral 
fractions in the usual way; tho latter is described b e l o w .  
Crystallisation of the acid fraction from acotono-light 
potroloura g a v e  the acid (730 mg.) as noodles,
m o p o  and m i x e d  r a . p o  206=208°, 2- 2°, ( £ ,  4'0).
/icotato Dimethyl Ester, (Xa)o = Tho acid.
(250 mgo) in p y r i d i n e  ( )  c © C o }  and acetic anhydride ( )  c . Q o )
was Root at 100° for 2 hr© Tho aoetylated product was
worked up in tho usual way and a solution of tho product
in e t h e r  w a s  treated with an e x c e s s  of other&al diasomethane
at 16° overnight© Excess diazomethono was destroyed by the
addition of aoe’^ic acid and the product isolated in the usual
way. Crystallisation of the neutral product from acotone-
light petroleum gave the aceta^; dimethyl osier as needles,
mop. 204-20)°, W g  . 1-4°, ( c ,  4'0), 2230 S ,  (£,12,700),
(Fowi! C, 69*4J H, 8-7; OMo, 10.8. C32H4406(0Cn2)2
requires C, 69'G; H, 0*6^ OMe, lO'S/o*) A mixed niop. with
tho a o i d  had m . p ©  183=19)°, A s o l u t i o n  of the
acetate dimethyl ester (800 mg©} and potassium hydroxide (l g.
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in 8ofo aqueous mothanol (2) o.Co) was heated under reflux 
for 13 hr© The solution was diluted with water then 
extracted with ether and the extract evaporated© A 
negligible amount of neutral fraction was obtained© The 
acid fraction was isolatod in tho usual way and crystallised 
from acotono-light petroleum to give the acid, (&)
(750 mgo) as noedloGp m,po and mixed raop© 206=208°, 2°,
(,£ft ^ ‘ 0 } «
Convorsion of the Oy Eator (IX) into tho Hydrox.y=diketone (XVl
(a) Aquooua potssaium hydroxide (30 c©Co/ 33^ ») was added to 
a solution of the Oy estor (2 g* ) in methanol (170 QoGo) and 
tho solution refluxed for 8 hr© After dilution with water, 
th® neutral fraction was isolated by o t ho r-»ex tract ion and 
crystallised from methanol, to givo the hydroxj-diketone 
(800 mgo) as noodle a, ^ 124°, (c, !•))• (Found: C,, 78*4?
78*3; Hp 10"4w 10*4» ^28^44^3 C, 70“45;
II3 10“ 3)^0 ) It does not give a colour with 
totranitromsthane in chloroform© The hydroxy-diketone 
separates in a solvated form, m,p© 12)-130° from methanol.
On drying in a high vacuum, or sublimation, tho vmsolvatad 
form has m,p© 173-175°»
Tho hydroxy-diketone (200 mg,) was hoatod with acetic 
anhydride (5 c.c*) in pyridino (5 C o C © )  at 100° for 1 ^  hr.
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Tho product was woricod up in tho usual way and crystallised 
from mothanol as noodles* m©po 171-173° (after sublimation 
in a vacuum); [o<]u + 119°, (ju, 1*0)« (FoundJ C, 76*8|
Hp 9"8)o ^30^46^4 requires C, 76*555 2, 9*85/®*)
(b) Tho neutral fractions obtained during the preparation 
of the acid, (methods (a) and (b) above) wore worked
up in tho usual way and orystallisod from aqueous raothanol to 
give the hydroxy-diketono as needles, (a) (3)0 mg©) 
mop© 125=130° (170=173° after drying in a v a c u u m ) + 126°, 
(£t> 0*9), (b) mopo 125=130° (171-173° after drying in a
vacuum) g 125°, (£, 1*2).
Hydrolysis of Acetato DimetJ^l Ester. Ci^HcoOG (Xa)o - 
A solution of tho oster (X&) (50O mg.) in ethanol (40 c.o,) 
wator (10 o.Go) and potassium hydroxide (lO go) was heated at 
200° in a tubo autoclave for 11 hr© The contents of the 
autooTuavs wore cooled, poured into water and worked up for 
neutral and acidic fractions in tho usual way© Ho noutral 
fraction was isolated© Work up of tho aoid fraction gave 
a whito resinous solid (256ng. ), m©po 250=252°, 2080 S
(€5 950)0 The produet did not give a oolour with 
tetranitromethana nor would it crystallise from tho normal 
solvents*
The acid product (300 mg©) was dissolved in pyridine
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(5 OoCg ) and acotic anhydride () CoC®) and boated on th© 
ateam bath for 1 hr* Tho Goatylatod product was worked 
up in tho usual way to givo material (280 mg©) which could 
not bo crystallised. An attempt to prepare a benzoyl 
dorivatiTo was sleo unsuccssafulo Treatment of a solution 
of the aoetylated acid product (200 mg©) in ether ()0 CoG.) 
with an excess of ethereal diasomethano failed to yield a 
crystallino product aftor work up in the usual way© 
Méthylation of the bonsoyl derivative was also unsuccessful,
12i 19=DioxQ=018ana=9(ll):13(l8)-diGn=3fl-yl Aootate© =
A solution ofp-aruyrin acotato (10 g© ) in hot benzoyl acetate
(200 c©o©) was refiuxed with selenium dioxide (12 g. ) for 18
hr© The ©old solution was filtered from solonium and tho 
filtrate reduced to drynoss under reduced pressure (oil bath). 
A solution of the product in benzene wao filtered through a 
column of alumina; crystallisation of the benzene eluate 
from light petroleum-other gave blades, m©po 236=240° which 
on rourystallisation from aqueous methanol gave tho 
dieodionylg m,p, 241-243°, ™ 90°, (£, 0-9) 2100 S,
2760 R (Eg 65840* 11,800). The product does not give a
colour with tetranitromothane in chloroform.
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ïho following experiments woro carried out in an attoapt 
to obtain information ©oncoming the meubanisra of the formation 
of tho 0^ aootato from oleanane dorivativoso The attempt was 
unsuocGssfulo
12119‘"Uioxo=olean-9(ll)=en™3^=yl AoetatOo - A solution of 
12:19«dioxo-*olQana-9(ll)*13(l8)=dion=3/î~yl acetate (lOg. ) in 
hot eühanoï (lOO q.c©) was troatsd with activated zinc (60 g©) 
in ethanol (900 e»©o)c A fow crystals of sine bromide wors 
added to catalyse tho reaction and tho solution was rofluxod 
for 5 hra Tho hot solution was filtered and reduced in volume 
to give a product, which on rosrystallioation from chloroform- 
methanol gavo 12>19-diozo«ol@an=9(ll)-G%=^0-yl aeotste (8 go)
as DladoSj, m«po 236=291°, [o<3p + 132°, (£, 1 3 ), A  246O S
(E, 13,000),
128l9“Bpos™oloana=9{ll)*12sl0«trien™3/?-yl Acetate© = 
12:19~Dlo%o-olean™9(ll)-en=^3=yl acotato (8 g, ) was rofluxed 
in a solution of isopropenyl aeotato (90 G,e.) and concentrated 
Gulphux'ic aoid (l o.o,) for 3 hr. on the otoam bath, Tho 
reaction mixture was poured into water and worked up through 
ether in the usual v/ay, Removal of tho solvent under vacuum 
gave a product which was crystallised from methanol to give 
12îI9“Opoxy«*olGBna=9(ll)*12sl8™triert=^=yl aootato as platos, 
ra»p. 180=182°, [o.'jp'J* 168°, (£, 1*3), Ultraviolet light
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Absorption eho^jsd maxiraa at ^ 2190, 3220 2, (S, 5» 500,TSclXo
13*400)0 McKoan^^ gives ©opo 18^^*181°; [j^3 ^ 1 7 0 °  for this
GomDOuna©
Oxidation of 12%19-Bpüxy=01eana=9(11):128l8=trion™3^™yl Aoetate,
(a) A solution of 12319=epo%y=oleana=9(ll)$12:l8=trien-3|)-y 1 
aootato (300 mg,) in stabilised aoetio aoid (50 ©,Go) was 
rofluxed overnight with selenium dioxide (300 mg©)© The hot 
solution v;as filtered and reduced to drynosso A solution of 
the i)roduGt was filtered through alumina and the eluate 
crystallised from aqueous methanol as plates, ©opo 238=240°*
88°, (jOg I“l)o A mixed melting point determination 
with 12il9”dioxo«ol@ana=9(ll)*13(l8)«»dion‘=3^™yl acetate 
(mopo 241=243°) showed no depression*
(b) 12sl9«Epoxy-ol@ana«'9(ll)sl2sl8«tri©n™^=yl acetate 
(800 mgo) was dissolved in stabilised glacial aoetio acid 
(75 Go Go) to which was added* a solution of chromic anhydride 
(800 mgo) in water (2 c,Co) and acetic aoid (lO Oo©o) over 
15 min. The reaction mixture was rofluxed for 2 hr© and 
allowed to stand overnighto Excess oxidant was destroyed 
by tho addition of methanol and tho solution reduced to 
drynoGs and worked up in the usual way® Crystallisation
of the residua from aqueous methanol gave plates,
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ni=p. 285-2a7°,[o<]p+ 69°, (o, 2.0). (Foimd* C, 71.?;
Hj 8*4® GalOo for * G, Tl*4| H, 8*4!^ * )
/\ 2)60 8 (Eg 9,700). Huzioka ot gxvomQXo
m.po 290=291° (cor<,),n?<lp + 72°, 256)A(E, 11»^ lUcirAo
for 12sl9«dioxo=13(l8)«0poxy-»olQan«-9(ll )-on-3^-yi aoatato 
obtained by chromic oxidation of 12s 19-dioxo-ol@sina- 
9(ll)sl3(l3)=dioii«3|?=yI aootato.
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